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HEAT KERNEL BOUNDS FOR A LARGE CLASS OF MARKOV
PROCESS WITH SINGULAR JUMP
KYUNG-YOUN KIM AND LIDAN WANG
Abstract. Let Z = (Z1, . . . , Zd) be the d-dimensional Le´vy processes where Zi’s are
independent 1-dimensional Le´vy processes with jump kernel Jφ,1(u,w) = |u−w|−1φ(|u−
w|)−1 for u,w ∈ R. Here φ is an increasing function with weak scaling condition of order
α, α ∈ (0, 2). Let J(x, y) ≍ Jφ(x, y) be the symmetric measurable function where
Jφ(x, y) :=
{
Jφ,1(xi, yi) if xi 6= yi for some i and xj = yj for all j 6= i
0 if xi 6= yi for more than one index i.
Corresponding to the jump kernel J , we show the existence of non-isotropic Markov pro-
cesses X := (X1, . . . , Xd) and obtain two-sided heat kernel estimates for the transition
density functions, which turn out to be comparable to that of Z.
1. Introduction
Suppose thatX is a symmetric Markov process in Rd, with transition density p(t, x, y) and
generator L. It is known that p(t, x, y) is the fundamental solution to ∂tu = Lu, hence it is
also called the heat kernel of L. Since most heat kernels do not have explicit expressions,
establishing sharp two-sided heat kernel estimate is a fundamental problem and it has
received intensive attention in the theory of analysis as well as that of probability, and
there are researches on diverse types of Markov processes. In this paper, we consider
a large class of non-isotropic pure jump Markov processes and investigate the extended
version of the conjecture formulated in [14] as follows:
Conjecture: Let Lt be a Le´vy process(a non-degenerate α-stable process) in R
d with Le´vy
measure µ. Let Mt be a symmetric Markov process whose Dirichlet form has a symmetric
jump intensity j(x, dy) that is comparable to the one of Lt, i.e., j(x, dy) ≍ µ(x − dy).
Then the heat kernel of Mt is comparable to the one of Lt.
We use the notation f ≍ g if the quotient f/g is comparable to some positive constants.
There is a long history of studies on the above conjecture. In [1], the uniformly elliptic
operator in divergence form, A := ∑ ∂i(ai,j(x)∂j), is related to the Laplacian −∆, that
is, the fundamental solutions of ∂tu = Au and ∂tu = −∆u are comparable. In [5] and [9],
they obtain analogous results for non-local operators related to α-stable processes and
non-degenerate jump processes with the jump kernel j(x, y) ≍ |x− y|−d−α for α ∈ (0, 2).
Very recently, there are researches on the non-isotropic case by [16, 14] with the Le´vy
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measure µ(dh) :=
d∑
i=1
|hi|−1−αdhi ∏
j 6=i
δ{0}(dh
j) and the jump intensity j(x, dy) ≍ µ(x−dy).
Here, δ{0} is the Dirac measure at {0}.
In [10], Chen-Kumagai introduce a large class of non-local symmetric Markov process of
variable order using an increasing function with weak scaling conditions. Motivated by
their research, we consider the following non-isotropic Markov processes.
For any 0 < α ≤ α < 2, let φ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be an increasing function with the
following condition: there exist positive constants c ≤ 1 and C ≥ 1 such that
(WS) c
(
R
r
)α
≤ φ(R)
φ(r)
≤ C
(
R
r
)α
for 0 < r ≤ R.
Using this φ, define ν1(r) := (rφ(r))−1 for r > 0. Then (WS) implies∫
R
(1 ∧ |s|2)ν1(|s|)ds ≤ c
(∫ 1
0
r−α+1dr +
∫ ∞
1
r−α−1
)
dr <∞,
so ν1(ds) := ν1(|s|)ds is a Le´vy measure. Consider a non-isotropic Le´vy process Z in Rd
defined by Z = (Z1, . . . , Zd), where each coordinate process Z i is an independent one-
dimensional symmetric Le´vy process with Le´vy measure ν1(ds). Then the corresponding
Le´vy measure ν of Z is represented as
ν(dh) =
d∑
i=1
ν1(|hi|)dhi
∏
j 6=i
δ{0}(dh
j),
Intuitively, ν only measures the sets containing the line which is parallel to one of the
coordinate axes. The corresponding Dirichlet form (Eφ,Fφ) on L2(Rd) is given by
Eφ(u, v) =
∫
Rd
( d∑
i=1
∫
R
(
u(x+ eiτ)− u(x))(v(x+ eiτ)− v(x))Jφ(x, x+ eiτ)dτ)dx,
Fφ = {u ∈ L2(Rd)|Eφ(u, u) <∞}, (1.1)
with the jump kernel
Jφ(x, y) :=
{
|xi − yi|−1φ(|xi − yi|)−1 if xi 6= yi for some i; xj = yj for all j 6= i,
0 otherwise.
By [10, Theorem 1.2], the transition density pZ
i
(t, xi, yi) of Z i has the following estimates
pZ
i
(t, xi, yi) ≍ ([φ−1(t)]−1 ∧ tν1(|xi − yi|)) ,
where a ∧ b := min{a, b}. Since Z i’s are independent, it is easy to obtain the upper and
lower bounds for the transition density pZ(t, x, y) of Z, that is,
pZ(t, x, y) ≍
d∏
i=1
(
[φ−1(t)]−1 ∧ tν1(|xi − yi|)) . (1.2)
Now we consider a symmetric measurable function J on Rd×Rd \diag such that for every
(x, y) ∈ Rd × Rd \ diag,
Λ−1Jφ(x, y) ≤ J(x, y) ≤ ΛJφ(x, y), (1.3)
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for some Λ > 1, and define (E ,F) on L2(Rd) as follows:
E(u, v) :=
∫
Rd
( d∑
i=1
∫
R
(
u(x+ eiτ)− u(x))(v(x+ eiτ)− v(x))J(x, x+ eiτ)dτ)dx ,
F := {u ∈ L2(Rd)| E(u, u) <∞}. (1.4)
Then we state our main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Assume the condition (1.3) holds. Then there exists a conservative Feller
process X = (X1, . . . , Xd) associated with (E ,F) that starts from every point in Rd.
Moreover, X has a jointly continuous transition density function p(t, x, y) on R+×Rd×Rd,
which enjoys the following estimates. There exist positive constants c1, c2 > 0 such that
for any t > 0, x, y ∈ Rd,
c1[φ
−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)
≤ p(t, x, y) ≤ c2[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)
. (1.5)
Comparing (1.5) with (1.2), we give the answer that the Conjecture holds for a large
class of non-isotropic Markov processes. The value of our research is that we cover
diverse types of Markov processes, even including processes of which each coordinate M i
in M = (M1 . . . ,Md) is not the same.
Remark 1.2. We give some examples of L := (L1, . . . , Ld) and M := (M1, . . . ,Md) in
the Conjecture which our study covers.
1. Let M i := Mαi be a 1-dimensional αi-stable-like process having the jump kernel
ji(h) ≍ |h|−1−αi, h ∈ R with possibly different αi ∈ (0, 2). Consider an increasing
function φ(r), r > 0 satisfying (WS) with α := min
i∈{1,...,d}
αi and α := max
i∈{1,...,d}
αi.
Then,
c|h|αi ≤ c|h|α ≤ φ(|h|)/φ(1) ≤ C|h|α ≤ C|h|αi for |h| ≥ 1,
c|h|−αi ≤ c|h|−α ≤ φ(1)/φ(|h|) ≤ C|h|−α ≤ C|h|−αi for |h| ≤ 1,
and so that µ1(h) := (|h|φ(|h|))−1 ≍ ji(h). Our result Theorem 1.1 offers a type
of two-sided heat kernel estimates for M = (Mα1 , · · · ,Mαd).
2. Let mi > 0 and α ∈ (0, 2). A 1-dimensional mi- relativistic α-stable process Li
with the characteristic function E0
[
exp
(
iξ · Lit
)]
= exp
(
t
(
mαi − (ξ2 +m2i )α/2
))
.
By [11, (3.9)–(3.10)], the corresponding Le´vy kernel µi(h) of M i satisfies that
µi(h) ≍ Φ(mi|h|)/|h|1+α,
where Φ(r) ≍ e−r(1 + rα/2) near r =∞ and Φ(r) = 1 + (Φ)′′(0)r2/2 + o(r4) near
r = 0. Therefore we consider d-dimensional Markov process M with the kernel
ji(h) ≍ µ1(h) where µ1(h) ≍ |h|−1−α.
3. For αi ∈ (0, 2), the independent sum of 1-dimesional αi-stable processes L1 :=
Lα := Lα1 + . . .+Lαn and of relativistic αi-stable processes L
1 := Lm := Lm,αn +
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. . . + Lm,αn are typical examples of 1-dimensional Le´vy process L1 having the
kernel µ1(h) = (hφ(|h|))−1 with (WS) for φ. For more details, see [10, page 279].
4. For more examples, one can refer to [10, Example 2.3].
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we prove the existence of a conservative
Hunt process X associated to Dirichlet form (E ,F) defined in (1.4), and obtain on-
diagonal upper heat kernel estimates for p(t, x, y) with the help of Nash-type inequality.
Also, we discuss the scaled process Y
(κ)
t = κ
−1Xφ(κ)t, κ > 0 which gives the clue of the
exit time estimates for X displayed in Corollary 2.10. In Section 3, we aim to construct
off-diagonal upper bound estimates. However, unlike isotropic jump processes, Meyer’s
decomposition method does not work here for our non-isotropic case. Therefore, we
present a strategy of the proof for off-diagonal upper bound estimates for p(t, x, y) with
the main technical result Proposition 3.9. The proof of Proposition 3.9 is established
in Appendix. We adopt the main idea shown in [14] for the upper bound estimates in
Section 3 and Appendix. However, to control the diverse orders induced by φ, we give a
new refined exponent {nl : l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}} of
(
Hlq+nl
)
(see, (3.1)), and an effective
function N(δ), δ ∈ Z in (3.7) to obtain the estimates in an accurate way. The Ho¨lder
continuity for the bounded harmonic function is shown in Section 4, and it implies our
process X is Feller. Moreover, we obtain the Ho¨lder continuity of p(t, x, y), with which
we are able to refine the process X to start from everywhere. The matching lower bound
heat kernel estimate for p(t, x, y) is obtained in Section 4.
Notations. For k ≥ 0, let Ckc (Rd) and Ck0 (Rd) denote the spaces of Ck(Rd) functions
with compact support, and with vanishing at infinity, respectively. We use 〈·, ·〉 for the
inner product in Rd, ‖ · ‖r to denote the Lr(Rd) norm, and |A| to denote the Lebesgue
measure of A ⊂ Rd. For x ∈ Rd, r > 0, we use B(x, r) to denote the ball centered at
x with the radius r, and Q(x, r) to denote the cube centered at x with the side length
r. The letter c = c(a, b, . . .) will denote a positive constant depending on a, b, . . ., and it
may change at each appearance. The labeling of the constants c1, c2, . . . begins anew in
the proof of each statement.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will discuss the existence of the process X and the transition density
p(t, x, y), as well as the distribution of exit times for X . In Subsection 2.1, we argue
that (E ,F) is a regular Dirichlet form, hence there exists a Hunt process that starts from
almost every point, according to Theorem 7.2.1 in [13]. In Subsection 2.2, we discuss
the Nash’s inequality and obtain on-diagonal upper heat kernel estimates of p(t, x, y). In
Subsection 2.3, we introduce scaled and truncated processes to study the distributions of
exit times.
2.1. The Dirichlet form.
Definition 2.1. We say that (G,H) is a symmetric Dirichlet form on L2(Rd) if G is a
closed Markovian symmetric form, that is,
(G.1) (G is closed): if H is complete with respect to G1 := G + ‖ · ‖22 metric.
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(G.2) (G is Markovian): for each ε > 0, there exists a function ηε(t) ∈ [−ε, 1 + ε] for
t ∈ R such that
ηε(t) = t for t ∈ [0, 1]; 0 ≤ ηε(t)− ηε(s) ≤ t− s for s < t;
for any u ∈ H, ηε ◦ u ∈ H and G(ηε ◦ u, ηε ◦ u) ≤ G(u, u).
A subset C of H ∩ Cc(Rd) is called a core of a symmetric form G if it is dense in H with
G1 norm and dense in Cc(Rd) with uniform norm, and G is called regular if
(G.3) G possesses a core.
Theorem 2.2. Let J be the symmetric measurable function defined in (1.3). Then (E ,F)
defined in (1.4) is a regular Dirichlet form on L2(Rd).
Proof. Recall that C1c (R
d) is the space of C1 functions on Rd with compact support. Since
C1c (R
d) ⊂ F and C1c (Rd) is a dense subspace in L2(Rd), F is clearly dense in L2(Rd). Also
the linearity and symmetricity of E are clear. We show that (E ,F) is a regular Dirichlet
form on L2(Rd) by the following 3 steps.
(1) E is closed. Let {un}n≥1 be a E1-Cauchy sequence in F . Since F is dense in L2(Rd),
there exists u ∈ L2(Rd) with ‖un − u‖2 → 0 as n → ∞. It remains to show u ∈ F and
E(un − u, un − u) → 0 as n → ∞. For any n ∈ N, denote vn = un − u. By (WS), we
have that for any ε > 0∫
Rd
( d∑
i=1
∫
|τ |>ε
(
vn(x+ e
iτ)− vn(x)
)2
J(x, x+ eiτ)dτ
)
dx
≤ ΛC
φ(1)
∫
Rd
(
d∑
i=1
∫
ε<|τ |≤1
(
vn(x+ e
iτ)− vn(x)
)2
|τ |1+α dτ
)
dx
+
Λ
cφ(1)
∫
Rd
(
d∑
i=1
∫
|τ |>1
(
vn(x+ e
iτ)− vn(x)
)2
|τ |1+α dτ
)
dx
≤ ΛC
φ(1)
d∑
i=1
∫
ε<|τ |≤1
∫
Rd
(
vn(x+ e
iτ)− vn(x)
)2
|τ |1+α dxdτ +
4dΛ
cφ(1)α
‖vn‖22, (2.1)
and the right hand side of (2.1) converges to 0 as n → ∞. Since the left hand side of
(2.1) converges to 0 as n→∞ for any arbitrary ε > 0, (E ,F) is closed.
(2) E is Markovian. For any ε > 0, let
η˜ε(x) =

1 + ε if x ∈ (1 + ε,∞);
x if x ∈ [−ε, 1 + ε];
−ε if x ∈ (−∞,−ε),
and ψε(x) =
{
ce−1/(ε
2−x2) if x ∈ [−ε, ε];
0 otherwise,
(2.2)
where c is a constant such that
∫
R
ψεdx = 1. Then ηε = η˜ε ∗ ψε has the following
properties:
• ηε(t) = t for all t ∈ [0, 1];
• ηε(t) ∈ [−ε, 1 + ε] for all t ∈ R;
• 0 ≤ ηε(t)− ηε(s) ≤ t− s if s < t.
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Thus for any u ∈ F ,
E(ηε(u), ηε(u)) =
∫
Rd
( d∑
i=1
∫
R
(
ηε(u(x+ e
iτ))− ηε(u(x))
)2
J(x, x+ eiτ)dτ
)
dx
≤
∫
Rd
( d∑
i=1
∫
R
(
u(x+ eiτ)− u(x))2J(x, x+ eiτ)dτ)dx = E(u, u),
and hence E is Markovian.
(3) E is regular. Our claim is to prove F = C1c (Rd)
E1
. Clearly C1c (R
d) ⊂ F , and using
the similar arguments as in (1), we have C1c (R
d)
E1 ⊂ F . On the other hand, to obtain
F ⊂ C1c (Rd)
E1
, since (E ,F) is comparable to (Eφ,Fφ) defined in (1.1) with F = Fφ, it is
enough to show that Fφ ⊂ C1c (Rd)
Eφ1 . Let UZλ u(x) be the λ-resolvent for Z defined as
UZλ u(x) := E
x
∫ ∞
0
e−λtu(Zt)dt =
∫ ∞
0
∫
Rd
e−λtu(y)pZ(t, x, y)dydt,
where pZ(t, x, y) is the transition density of Z. Since Z1, Z(2), . . . , Zd are independent,
the transition density pZ(t, x, y) of Z has the following estimates as in (1.2): for any
t > 0, x, y ∈ Rd,
pZ(t, x, y) ≍
d∏
i=1
(
[φ−1(t)]−1 ∧ t
φ(|xi − yi|)|xi − yi|
)
.
Since UZλ (Cc(R
d)) is dense in Fφ with respect to Eφ1 metric, where Eφ1 (u, u) := Eφ(u, u) +
‖u‖22. It remains to show UZλ (Cc(Rd)) ⊂ C1c (Rd)
Eφ1 . For any f ∈ UZλ (Cc(Rd)), there exists
u ∈ Cc(Rd) such that supp[u] ⊂ B(0,M) for some M > 0 and f = UZλ u. Then for any
t0 > 0,
|f(x)| = |UZλ u(x)| ≤
∫ ∞
0
E
x[e−λt|u(Zt)|]dt
=
∫ t0
0
e−λtEx[|u(Zt)|]dt+
∫ ∞
t0
E
x[e−λt|u(Zt)|]dt
≤ 1− e
−λt0
λ
‖u‖∞ +
∫ ∞
t0
∫
B(0,M)
e−λt|u(y)|pZ(t, x, y)dydt.
For any ε > 0, we choose t0 small enough so that
1− e−λt0
λ
‖u‖∞ < ε
2
.
Also by (1.2), there exists M1 large enough such that for all x with |x| > M1,∫ ∞
t0
∫
B(0,M)
e−λt|u(y)|pZ(t, x, y)dydt < ε
2
.
Therefore, we have f ∈ L2(Rd) ∩ C0(Rd). Let a ∨ b := max{a, b}. For any δ > 0 and
ε > 0, let
f δ := f − [(−δ) ∨ f ] ∧ δ and f δε (x) :=
∫
B(0,ε)
ψε(|y|)f δ(x− y)dy,
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where ψε is given in (2.2). By this mollification, we see that
f δε ∈ C1c (Rd) and ‖f δε ‖2 → ‖f δ‖2.
Moreover, we have
Eφ(f δε , f δε ) =
∫
Rd
d∑
i=1
∫
R
(
f δε (x+ e
iτ)− f δε (x)
)2
Jφ(x, x+ eiτ)dτdx
≤
∫
Rd
d∑
i=1
∫
R
∫
B(0,ε)
(
f δ(x+ eiτ − z)− f δ(x− z))2Jφ(x, x+ eiτ)ψε(|z|)dzdτdx
=
∫
B(0,ε)
ψε(|z|)
∫
Rd
d∑
i=1
∫
R
(
f δ(x+ eiτ)− f δ(x))2Jφ(x, x+ eiτ)dτdxdz = Eφ(f δ, f δ).
We now fix δ. Note that for any v ∈ L2(Rd),
Eφ1 (f δε , UZ1 v) = 〈f δε , v〉 → 〈f δ, v〉 = Eφ1 (f δ, UZ1 v) as ε→ 0.
Since UZ1 (L
2(Rd)) is dense in Fφ with respect to Eφ1 and f δ ∈ Fφ by [13, Theorem 1.4.2
(iv)], we have that Eφ1 (f δε , f δ)→ Eφ1 (f δ, f δ) as ε→ 0, therefore,
Eφ1 (f δε − f δ, f δε − f δ) ≤ 2Eφ1 (f δ, f δ)− 2Eφ1 (f δε , f δ) ε→0−−→ 0.
Hence, f δε → f δ with respect to Eφ1 norm as ε ↓ 0. Since f δ → f with respect to Eφ1 norm
as δ ↓ 0 by [13, Theorem 1.4.2 (iv)], we conclude that f ∈ C1c (Rd)
E1
.
Remark 2.3. By Theorem 2.2, (E ,F) is a regular Dirichlet form on L2(Rd). Therefore,
there exists N0 ⊂ Rd having zero capacity with respect to the Dirichlet form (E ,F) and
there exists a Hunt process (X,Px) that can start from any point in Rd \ N0. For more
details on this, refer to [13]. Also the following Le´vy system for X holds:
E
x
[∑
s≤S
f(s,Xs−, Xs)
]
= Ex
[∫ S
0
( d∑
i=1
∫
R
f(s,Xs, Xs + e
ih)J(Xs, Xs + e
ih)dh
)
ds
]
,
(2.3)
where f is non-negative, vanishing on the diagonal, and S is a stopping time (with respect
to the filtration of X). For the Le´vy system, refer to [9] and [10] for the proof. Moreover,
we will show X is a strong Feller process in Remark 4.8, after obtaining Ho¨lder continuity
of resolvents.
2.2. Nash’s inequality and on-diagonal upper heat kernel estimates.
Proposition 2.4. There exist constants c1, c2 such that for any f ∈ F with ‖f‖1 = 1,
we have
‖f‖22 ≤ c1E(f, f)φ(c2‖f‖−2/d2 ).
Proof. For f ∈ F = Fφ, denote by ft = PZt f where PZt is the semigroup associated with
Z. By (1.2), there exists a constant c1 > 0 such that
‖ft‖∞ ≤ c1‖f‖1[φ−1(t)]−d.
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Let AZ be the generator of PZt so that ft = f +
∫ t
0
AZfsds. Then for any t > 0 and for
f ∈ F with ‖f‖1 = 1, we have that
‖f‖22 =〈f, ft〉 −
∫ t
0
〈f, AZfs〉ds ≤ ‖ft‖∞‖f‖1 + tEφ(f, f)
≤ c1[φ−1(t)]−d + tEφ(f, f). (2.4)
We want to minimize the right hand side with respect to t. Since φ is increasing, there ex-
ists a unique t0 > 0 such that Eφ(f, f) = t−10 [φ−1(t0)]−d which implies ‖f‖22 ≤ c2[φ−1(t0)]−d
and t0 ≤ φ(c1/d2 ‖f‖−2/d2 ). Therefore, ‖f‖22 is bounded above at t = t0 in (2.4) so that
‖f‖22 ≤ (c1 + 1)t0Eφ(f, f) ≤ (c1 + 1)φ(c1/d2 ‖f‖−2/d2 )Eφ(f, f).
Since (E ,F) and (Eφ,Fφ) are comparable, we get our assertion.
Let Pt be the transition semigroup for X associated with (E ,F). From the Nash-type
inequality shown in Proposition 2.4, we know that for almost every x ∈ Rd, Pt has a
kernel p(t, x, y). In the following, we obtain the on-diagonal upper bound estimates for
p(t, x, y) almost everywhere. The exceptional set N0 of next proposition was introduced
in Remark 2.3.
Proposition 2.5. There is a properly exceptional set N ⊃ N0 of X and a positive
symmetric kernel p(t, x, y) defined on (0,∞)× (Rd \ N )× (Rd \ N ) of Pt satisfying that
p(t+ s, x, y) =
∫
Rd
p(t, x, z)p(s, z, y)dz for every x, y ∈ Rd \ N and t, s > 0.
Also there exists a positive constant c > 0 such that
p(t, x, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d, for any t > 0, x, y ∈ Rd \ N .
Moreover, there is an E-nest {Fk, k ≥ 1}1 of compact sets so that N = Rd\(
⋃∞
k=1 Fk) and
that for every t > 0 and y ∈ Rd\N , x→ p(t, x, y) is continuous on each Fk.
Proof. For any f ≥ 0, consider the semigroup Ptf(x) := Ex[f(Xt)] for x ∈ R \ N0.
According to [12, Proposition II.1], the Nash-type inequality in Proposition 2.4 implies
‖Ptf‖∞ ≤ m(t)‖f‖1, for any t > 0 and f ∈ L1(Rd),
where m(t) is the inverse function of h(t) given in the following equation:
h(t) :=
∫ ∞
t
c2φ(c
1/d
1 x
−1/d)
x
dx.
Then by (WS),
h(t) = c3
∫ c1t−1
0
φ(y1/d)
y
dy ≤ c3
∞∑
k=0
φ(2−k/dc
1/d
1 t
−1/d)
2−(k+1)c1t−1
· (2−kc1t−1 − 2−(k+1)c1t−1)
≤ c3c−1φ(c1/d1 t−1/d)
∞∑
k=0
2−kα/d ≤ c4φ(c1/d1 t−1/d).
1 For the definition of E-nest, see e.g., [13, p.69].
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Since φ is increasing, the inverse function m(t) ≤ c1[φ−1(t/c4)]−d and hence
‖Ptf‖∞ ≤ c1
[φ−1(t/c4)]d
‖f‖1, for any t > 0 and f ∈ L1(Rd).
The rest of proof follows from [2, Theorem 3.1] with (WS).
2.3. Scaled process Y (κ). For any κ > 0, we first introduce a κ-scaled process Y
(κ)
t :=
κ−1Xφ(κ)t with the transition density
q(κ)(t, x, y) = κdp(φ(κ)t, κx, κy). (2.5)
Let Q
(κ)
t be a semigroup and
E (κ)t (f, f) := t−1〈f −Q(κ)t f, f〉 (2.6)
be a bilinear form corresponding to Y
(κ)
t and q
(κ)(t, x, y).
Lemma 2.6. The Dirichelt form (W,D(W)) of Y (κ) in L2(Rd) is given by
W(u, u) :=
∫
(u(x)− u(y))2J (κ)(x, y)dxdy,
D(W) := {u ∈ Cc(Rd) :W(u, u) <∞}W1 ,
where
J (κ)(x, y) := κφ(κ)J(κx, κy) for every x, y ∈ Rd,
and W1(u, u) :=W(u, u) + ‖u‖22. The Dirichlet form (W,D(W)) is regular in L2(Rd).
Proof. For any t > 0, consider a bilinear form
Et(f, f) := 1
2t
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(f(y)− f(x))2p(t, x, y)dydx .
By (2.5)–(2.6), using the change of variables w = κx and v = κy with g(z) = f(κ−1z),
we have that
E (κ)t (f, f) =
1
2t
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(f(y)− f(x))2κdp(φ(κ)t, κx, κy)dydx
=
κ−d
2t
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(g(v)− g(w))2p(φ(κ)t, w, v)dvdw = φ(κ)κ−dEφ(κ)t(g, g).
By the spectral theorem, Eφ(κ)t(g, g)→ E(g, g) as t→ 0 where
E(g, g) ≍ Eφ(g, g) =
∫
Rd
d∑
i=1
∫
R
(g(w + eiξ)− g(w))2
|ξ|φ(|ξ|) dξdw
=
∫
Rd
d∑
i=1
∫
R
(f(κ−1(w + eiξ))− f(κ−1w))2
|ξ|φ(|ξ|) dξdw
= κ1+d
∫
Rd
d∑
i=1
∫
R
(f(x+ eiu))− f(x))2
|κu|φ(|κu|) dudx.
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Therefore,
E (κ)t (f, f)→W(f, f) =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(f(y)− f(x))2J (κ)(x, y)dxdy, as t→ 0,
where the jump kernel J (κ)(x, y) := κφ(κ)J(κx, κy). This follows that (W,D(W)) is in
the class of (E ,F) corresponding to Y (κ), and therefore we obtain our assertion.
Remark 2.7. By the definition of J (κ)(x, y) = κφ(κ)J(κx, κy),
J (κ)(x, y) ≍

|xi − yi|−1φ(κ)(|xi − yi|)−1 if xi 6= yi for some i;
xj = yj for all j 6= i,
0 otherwise,
(2.7)
where φ(κ)(r) := φ(κr)/φ(κ) satisfies (WS). So Proposition 2.5 with (2.5) yields
q(κ)(t, x, y) ≤ cκ
d
[φ−1(φ(κ)t)]d
=
c
[(φ(κ))−1(t)]d
for t > 0, x, y ∈ Rd\κ−1N ,
where (φ(κ))−1 is the inverse of φ(κ).
We also introduce the truncated processes. Let λ > 0. Consider the jump kernel
Jλ(x, y) := J(x, y)1{|x−y|≤λ}, and the biliniear form
Eλ(u, v) :=
∫
Rd
( d∑
i=1
∫
R
(
u(x+ eih)− u(x))(v(x+ eih)− v(x))Jλ(x, x+ eih)dh)dx.
Then (WS) implies
0 ≤ E(u, u)− Eλ(u, u) =
∫
Rd
( d∑
i=1
∫
|h|≥λ
(
u(x+ eih)− u(x))2 1|h|φ(|h|)dh)dx
≤ c1
φ(λ)
‖u‖22
∫ ∞
λ
|h|−1−αdh ≤ c1
αφ(λ)
‖u‖22, (2.8)
and so
Eλ1 (u, u) ≤ E1(u, u) ≤ (1 + c2)Eλ1 (u, u) for every u ∈ F . (2.9)
It follows that (Eλ,F) is a regular Dirichlet form on L2(Rd), and so there is a Hunt
processes Xλ corresponding to (Eλ,F). In addition, Proposition 2.4 with (2.9) implies
Xλ has a transition density function pλ(t, x, y). By the similar proof of the near diagonal
upper bounds in Proposition 2.5 and (WS), there exists an exceptional set N and a
constant c > 0 such that
pλ(t, x, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d for t > 0, x, y ∈ Rd\N . (2.10)
Now we give the proof of the conservativeness for X in Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.8. The process X is conservative, that is, X has infinite lifetime.
Proof. By [15, Theorem 2.4], the corresponding process X1 to (E1,F1) which is conser-
vative. Since J1(x, y) ≤ J(x, y), and we denote
J1(x, y) := J(x, y)− J1(x, y) (2.11)
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then
∫
Rd
J1(x, y)dy ≤ c
∫
{|u|≥1}
1
|u|φ(|u|)du <∞. By the Meyer’s construction(see, [10, Sec-
tion 4.1]), the processes X can be constructed from X1. Therefore, the conservativeness
of X comes from the conservativeness of X1.
In the following, we first obtain the distribution of exit times for the κ-scaled process
Y (κ), and then present that of exit times for X in Corollary 2.10. For any Borel set
A ⊂ Rd, we denote τ (κ)A := inf{t > 0 : Y (κ)t /∈ A} for the first exit time of Y (κ) from A
and the following proposition gives the distribution of τ
(κ)
· .
Proposition 2.9. Let T > 0. Then there exists a positive constant c = c(T, φ) > 0 such
that
P
x
(
τ
(κ)
B(x,r) < 1
)
≤ c
φ(κ)(r)
for all r ∈ [T,∞) and x ∈ Rd\κ−1N .
Proof. First, we consider the truncated jump kernel J
(κ)
λ (x, y) := J
(κ)(x, y)1{|x−y|≤λ}
for Y (κ). Using the similar argument as in (2.8) with Wλ(u, u) := ∫ (u(x) −
u(y))2J
(κ)
λ (x, y)dxdy, we obtain
0 ≤ W(u, u)−Wλ(u, u) ≤ c1
αφ(κ)(λ)
‖u‖22, (2.12)
so thatWλ1 (u, u) ≍ W1(u, u) for u ∈ D(W). Therefore, (Wλ,D(W)) is a regular Dirichlet
form and there is a Hunt process Y (κ),λ corresponding to (Wλ,D(W)). In addition, by
(2.12) and the same observation of Proposition 2.4 corresponding toW, that is the Nash’s
inequality, there exists q
(κ)
λ (t, x, y). Also by (2.5),(2.10) and (WS) condition of φ
(κ)(r),
we have that for any x, y ∈ Rd\κ−1N and t ∈ (0, 2],
q
(κ)
λ (t, x, y) ≤ c1[(φ(κ))−1(t)]−d ≤ c2(φ)t−d/α. (2.13)
Let
Γλ(v)(ξ) :=
∫
{|ξ−η|≤λ}
(v(ξ)− v(η))2J (κ)(ξ, η)dη , ξ ∈ Rd,
Γ(χ)2 := ‖e−2χΓλ(eχ)‖∞ ∨ ‖e−2χΓλ(e−χ)‖∞.
Then (2.13) together with [2, Theorem 3.2] and [8, Theorem 3.25] implies that there exist
constants c3, c4 > 0 such that
q
(κ)
λ (t, x, y) ≤ c3t−d/α exp
(−|χ(y)− χ(x)| + c4Γ(χ)2t) (2.14)
for all t ∈ (0, 2] and x, y ∈ Rd\κ−1N where χ(ξ) := s
3
(|ξ − x| ∧ |x− y|). We will choose
the constant s > 0 later. Since |χ(η) − χ(ξ)| ≤ (s/3)|η − ξ| for any ξ, η ∈ Rd, by (2.7)
and (WS) for φ(κ), we have that for ξ ∈ Rd,(
e−2χΓλ(e
χ)
)
(ξ) = c5
∫
{|η−ξ|≤λ}
(1− eχ(η)−χ(ξ))2J (κ)(ξ, η)dη
≤ c6
d∑
i=1
∫
{|h|≤λ}
(χ(ξ + hei)− χ(ξ))2e2|χ(ξ+hei)−χ(ξ)|J (κ)(ξ, ξ + hei)dh
≤ c7
(s
3
)2
e2sλ/3
∫
{|h|≤λ}
|h|
φ(κ)(|h|)dh ≤ c8e
2sλ/3 (sλ)
2
φ(κ)(λ)
≤ c9 e
sλ
φ(κ)(λ)
.
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Similarly, we obtain the upper bound of (e2χΓλ(e
−χ)) (ξ). Let s := (C∗|x −
y|)−1 log
(
φ(κ)(|x−y|)
t
)
and λ = C∗|x− y| for some C∗ ≤ 1. Then
−|χ(y)− χ(x)|+ c4Γ(χ)2t ≤ −s|x− y|
3
+ c10t
esλ
φ(κ)(λ)
≤ log
(
t
φ(κ)(|x− y|)
)1/(3C∗)
+ c11. (2.15)
Therefore, (2.14) and (2.15) with C∗ =
α
3(d+α)
imply that for x, y ∈ Rd\κ−1N and t ∈
(0, 2],
q
(κ)
λ (t, x, y) ≤ c12t−d/α
(
t
φ(κ)(|x− y|)
) d
α
+1
=
c13t
φ(κ)(|x− y|) dα+1
.
For the function J
(κ)
λ (x, y) := J
(κ)(x, y)− J (κ)λ (x, y), there exists a constant c14 > 0 which
is independent of λ, κ such that
‖J(κ)λ ‖∞ ≤
c14
λdφ(κ)(λ)
.
Let T > 0. According to Lemma 3.1 in [3], we have for any t ∈ (0, 2] and x, y ∈ Rd\κ−1N
with |x− y| ≥ T ,
q(κ)(t, x, y) ≤ q(κ)λ (t, x, y) + t‖J(κ)λ ‖∞
≤ c13t
φ(κ)(|x− y|) dα+1
+
c14t
λdφ(κ)(λ)
≤ c15t|x− y|dφ(κ)(|x− y|) .
The last inequality uses the fact that |x− y| ≥ T and (WS) for φ(κ). Now let ζ (κ) be the
lifetime of Y (κ). Since Y (κ) is a scaled process of X , by Theorem 2.8, Px(ζ (κ) ≤ r) = 0
for any r > 0. So for any x ∈ Rd \ κ−1N , t ∈ (0, 2] and r ∈ [T,∞),
P
x(|Y (κ)t − x| ≥ r) =
∫
B(x,r)c
q(κ)(t, x, y)dy + Px(ζ (κ) ≤ r)
≤
∫
B(x,r)c
c15t
|x− y|dφ(κ)(|x− y|)dy ≤
c16t
φ(κ)(r)
.
Let σ
(κ)
r := inf{s ≥ 0 : |Y (κ)s − Y (κ)0 | > r}, and in the following, we write σr = σ(κ)r for
simplicity. Then the strong Markov property implies that
P
x(σr < 1, |Y (κ)2 − x| ≤ r/2) ≤ Px(σr < 1, |Y (κ)2 − Y (κ)σr | > r/2)
≤ Ex
[
1{σr<1}P
Y
(κ)
σr (|Y (κ)2−σr − Y (κ)0 | > r/2)
]
≤ sup
y∈{z∈Rd:|x−z|>r}
l<1
P
y(|Y (κ)2−l − y| > r/2).
Altogether, we have for any x ∈ Rd \ κ−1N and r ∈ [T,∞)
P
x(τ
(κ)
B(x,r) < 1) = P
x(sup
s≤1
|Y (κ)s − Y (κ)0 | > r) = Px(σr < 1)
≤ Px(σr < 1, |Y (κ)2 − x| ≤ r/2) + Px(|Y (κ)2 − x| ≥ r/2)
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≤ sup
y∈{z∈Rd:|x−z|>r}
l<1
P
y(|Y (κ)2−l − y| > r/2) +
2c16
φ(κ)(r/2)
≤ c17
φ(κ)(r)
.
Let τA := inf{t > 0 : Xt /∈ A} be the first exit time of X from A. Using the relation
between Y (κ) and X , we have the following distribution for τ·.
Corollary 2.10. Let T > 0. Then there exists c = c(T, φ) > 0 such that for any
x ∈ Rd\N , r > T and t > 0 with κ = φ−1(t),
P
x
(
τB(x,rφ−1(t)) < t
) ≤ ct
φ(φ−1(t)r)
.
Proof. For any κ > 0, let τ (κ) and τ be the first exit times for Y (κ) and X , receptively.
Then for any x ∈ Rd\κ−1N and r > 0, we have that
P
x
(
τ
(κ)
B(x,r) < 1
)
= Px
(
sup
s≤1
|Y (κ)s − x| > r
)
= Pκx
(
sup
u≤φ(κ)
|κY (κ)u/φ(κ) − κx| > rκ
)
= Pw
(
sup
u≤φ(κ)
|Xu − w| > rκ
)
= Pw
(
τB(w,rκ) < φ(κ)
)
(2.16)
for w ∈ Rd\N . Hence, with κ = φ−1(t) and r > T , applying Proposition 2.9 and (2.16),
we have
P
x
(
τB(x,rφ−1(t)) < t
)
= Px
(
τ
(φ−1(t))
B(x,r) < 1
)
≤ c
φ(φ−1(t))(r)
=
ct
φ(φ−1(t)r)
for some c = c(T, φ).
Remark 2.11. In the following sections, lower and upper heat kernel estimates for
p(t, x, y) will be given for x, y ∈ Rd \ N . In Theorem 4.9, we will show that p(t, x, y) is
Ho¨lder continuous in (x, y). Hence, it can be extended continuously to R+ × Rd × Rd,
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. In the remaining sections, for the convenience
of discussions, we will directly write Rd instead of Rd \ N .
3. Upper bound estimates
In this section, we introduce the upper bound estimates and give the sketch of the proof
with a technical result Proposition 3.9. The proof of Proposition 3.9 is similar to [14,
Proposition 3.3] with some modifications, we postpone it to Appendix.
3.1. Upper bounds and sketch of the proof.
Theorem 3.1. There is a positive constant c such that for all t > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd the
following estimate holds:
p(t, x, y) ≤ C[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)
.
First, we explain the sketch of the proof for Theorem 3.1. For any q > 0 and l ∈
{1, . . . , d− 1}, consider the following conditions.
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H0q
)
There exists a positive constant C0 = C0(q,Λ, d, φ) such that for all t > 0 and
x, y ∈ Rd,
p(t, x, y) ≤ C0[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)q
.
(
Hlq
)
There exists a positive constant Cl = Cl(l, q,Λ, d, φ) such that for all t > 0 and
all x, y ∈ Rd with |x1 − y1| ≤ . . . ≤ |xd − yd|, the following holds true:
p(t, x, y) ≤ Cl[φ−1(t)]−d
×
d−l∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)q d∏
i=d−l+1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)
. (3.1)
Then we have the following Remark easily.
Remark 3.2.
(1) The assertion of Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to
(
Hl1
)
for any l ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1}.
(2) For q < q′,
(
Hlq′
)
implies
(
Hlq
)
.
(3) For q ∈ [0, 1] and l ≤ l′, (Hl′q ) implies (Hlq).
By the similar arguments as in [14, Section 5], we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Assume condition
(
Hlq
)
holds true for some q ∈ [0, 1]. Then with the same
constant Cl = Cl(l, q,Λ, d, φ), for every t > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd, and any permutation σ
satisfying |xσ(1) − yσ(1)| ≤ . . . ≤ |xσ(d) − yσ(d)|, the following holds true:
p(t, x, y) ≤ Cl[φ−1(t)]−d
d−l∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xσ(i) − yσ(i)|φ(|xσ(i) − yσ(i)|)
)q
×
d∏
i=d−l+1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xσ(i) − yσ(i)|φ(|xσ(i) − yσ(i)|)
)
≤ Cl[φ−1(t)]−d
d−l∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)q d∏
i=d−l+1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)
.
Lemma 3.3 tells us that the condition
(
Hlq
)
with q ∈ [0, 1] implies condition (Hlq)′ with
q ∈ [0, 1], which is defined as follows:(
Hlq
)′
Given q > 0 and l ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}, there exists a positive constant Cl =
Cl(l, q,Λ, d, φ) such that for all t > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd
p(t, x, y) ≤ Cl[φ−1(t)]−d
×
d−l∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)q d∏
i=d−l+1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)
.
Therefore, it is enough to consider the special points x, y ∈ Rd such as in (Hlq).
Next we introduce the following three lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. Assume condition
(
Hlq
)
holds true for some l ∈ {0, . . . , d − 2} and q ∈[
0, 1
1+α
)
. Then there is θl > 0 such that
(
Hlq+θl
)
holds true.
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Lemma 3.5. Assume condition
(
Hlq
)
holds true for some l ∈ {0, . . . , d − 2} and q ∈(
1
1+α
, 1
)
. Then
(
Hl+10
)
holds true.
Lemma 3.6.
(i) Assume condition
(
Hd−1q
)
holds true for some q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
. Then there is θl > 0 such
that
(
Hd−1q+θd−1
)
holds true.
(ii) Assume condition
(
Hd−1q
)
holds true for some q ∈
(
1
1+α
, 1
)
. Then
(
Hd−11
)
holds true.
Assuming the above Lemmas, we finalize our assertion
(
Hd−11
)
in the following order:(
H00
) →֒ (H0θ0) →֒ (H02θ0) . . . →֒ (H0N0θ0)
→֒(H10) →֒ (H1θ1) →֒ . . . . . . . . . →֒ (H1N1θ1)
...
...
→֒(Hd−10 ) →֒ (Hd−1θd−1) →֒ . . . . . . . . . →֒ (Hd−1Nd−1θd−1) →֒ (Hd−11 )
where Nl := inf{n ∈ N+ : nθl ≥ 11+α} for l ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. Note that
(
H00
)
is
proved in Proposition 2.5. We will give the detailed proofs of Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5
and Lemma 3.6 in Subsection 3.2 with specific definitions of θl and θd−1,
θl :=
α
2 + α + α
(
d−l−1∑
i=1
(α+ 1
α
)i)−1
for l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 2}
θd−1 :=
α
α + 1
.
In the following, we introduce the concrete condition of two points x0, y0 ∈ Rd according
to the time variable κ := φ−1(t).
Definition 3.7. Let x0, y0 ∈ Rd satisfy |xi0−yi0| ≤ |xi+10 −yi+10 | for every i ∈ {1, . . . , d−1}.
For any t > 0, set κ := φ−1(t). For i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, define ni ∈ Z and Ri > 0 such that
5
4
2niκ ≤ |xi0 − yi0| < 104 2niκ and Ri = 2niκ . (3.2)
Then ni ≤ ni+1 and Ri ≤ Ri+1. We say that condition R(i0) holds if
n1 ≤ . . . ≤ ni0−1 ≤ 0 < 1 ≤ ni0 ≤ . . . ≤ nd . R(i0)
We say that condition R(d+ 1) holds if n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nd ≤ 0 < 1.
The following Lemma tells us that in specific geometric situations, Theorem 3.1 follows
directly.
Lemma 3.8. Let t > 0 and x0, y0 be two points in R
d satisfying condition R(i0) for
i0 ∈ {d − l + 1, . . . , d + 1}. Assume (3.1) holds for some l ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1} and q ≥ 0.
Then
p(t, x0, y0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi0 − yi0|φ(|xi0 − yi0|)
)
(3.3)
for some constant c > 0 that is independent of t and x0, y0.
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Proof. For t > 0, let κ := φ−1(t). (i) The case R(d + 1) (that is, |xd0 − yd0 | < 104 κ−1) is
simple since Proposition 2.5 implies p(t, x0, y0) ≤ cκ−d. Estimate (3.3) follows directly.
(ii) Assume condition R(i0) holds true for some i0 ∈ {d − l + 1, . . . , d}. Then for any
j ≤ d− l ≤ i0 − 1 since |xj0 − yj0| < 104 2njκ ≤ 104 2ni0−1κ ≤ 104 κ,( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)
≍ 1 .
Hence, (3.1) implies
p(t, x0, y0) ≤ Cl[φ−1(t)]−d
d−l∏
i=1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)q d∏
i=d−l+1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)
≍ [φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)
.
By Lemma 3.8, we only need consider the cases R(i0) for i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d− l}. Here is our
main technical result.
Proposition 3.9. Assume that
(
Hlq
)
holds true for some l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} and q ∈
[0, 1). For any t > 0, set κ = φ−1(t) and consider x0, y0 ∈ Rd satisfying the condition
R(i0) for some i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d − l}. Let j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d − l} and define an exit time
τ = τB(x0,2nj0 κ/8). Let f be a non-negative Borel function on R
d supported in B(y0,
κ
8
).
Then there exists C3.9 > 0 independent of x0, y0 and t such that for every x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ),
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
] ≤ C3.9‖f‖1[φ−1(t)]−d d∏
j=d−l+1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)
(3.4)
·
d−l∏
j=j0+1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)q
·

(
tφ−1(t)
|x
j0
0 −y
j0
0 |φ(|x
j0
0 −y
j0
0 |)
∧ 1
) α
α+1
+q
if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)(
tφ−1(t)
|x
j0
0 −y
j0
0 |φ(|x
j0
0 −y
j0
0 |)
∧ 1
)
if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
, 1
) .
3.2. Proofs of Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6. In this subsection, we
give the proofs of Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 using Proposition 3.9. We
first recall the following result.
Lemma 3.10. [3, Lemma 2.1] Let U and V be two disjoint non-empty open subsets of
R
d and f, g be non-negative Borel functions on Rd. Let τ = τU and τ
′
= τV be the first
exit times from U and V , respectively. Then, for all a, b, t ∈ R+ such that a + b = t, we
have
〈Ptf, g〉 ≤ 〈Ex
[
1{τ≤a}Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
, g〉+ 〈Ex[1{τ ′≤b}Pt−τ ′g(Xτ ′ )], f〉 . (3.5)
Now we apply Lemma 3.10 with non-negative Borel functions f, g on Rd supported in
B(y0,
κ
8
) and B(x0,
κ
8
), respectively, and subsets U := B(x0, s), V := B(y0, s) for some
s > 0, a = b = t/2 and τ = τU , τ
′
= τV . The first term of the right hand side of (3.5) is
〈E· [1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )] , g〉 = ∫
B(x0,
κ
8
)
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
g(x)dx, (3.6)
and a similar identity holds for the second term.
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Proof of Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 3.8, for any t > 0 we only consider the case where x0, y0
satisfy condition R(1). Recall that κ = φ−1(t) and R1 = 2n1κ. Applying Proposition 3.9
with i0 = j0 = 1, for x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ) and τ = τB(x0,R1/8), we obtain
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
] ≤ C3.9[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1K1(t, x0, y0)
where
K1(t, x0, y0) :=
d∏
j=2
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
)
(
tφ−1(t)
|x10−y
1
0 |φ(|x
1
0−y
1
0 |)
) α
α+1
+q
if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
,(
tφ−1(t)
|x10−y
1
0 |φ(|x
1
0−y
1
0 |)
)
if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
, 1
)
,
and by (3.6),
〈E· [1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )] , g〉 ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1‖g‖1K1(t, x0, y0).
Similarly we obtain the second term of right hand side in (3.5) and therefore,
〈Ptf, g〉 ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1‖g‖1K1(t, x0, y0).
Since Ptf(x) =
∫
Rd
p(t, x, y)f(y)dy with the continuous function p(t, x, y)(see,
Proposition 2.5), we obtain the following estimate for t > 0 and x0, y0 satisfying the
condition R(1),
p(t, x0, y0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−dK1(t, x0, y0)
≍ [φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
j=2
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)
(
tφ−1(t)
|x10−y
1
0 |φ(|x
1
0−y
1
0|)
∧ 1
) α
α+1
+q
if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
,(
tφ−1(t)
|x10−y
1
0 |φ(|x
1
0−y
1
0|)
∧ 1
)
if q ∈
(
1
1+α
, 1
)
.
This proves Lemma 3.6.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 2}, t > 0 and x0, y0 satisfy the condition
R(i0) for some i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d − l}. Recall that κ = φ−1(t) and Ri = 2niκ. Applying
Proposition 3.9 with j0 = d− l, for x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ) and τ = τB(x0,Rd−l/8), we obtain
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
] ≤ C3.9 [φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1 d∏
j=d−l
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
)
.
By the similar argument used in Lemma 3.6, we obtain for t > 0 and for a.e. (x, y) ∈
B(x0,
κ
8
)× B(y0, κ8 ),
p(t, x, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
j=d−l
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
)
,
therefore, for t > 0 and x0, y0 satisfying the condition R(i0),
p(t, x0, y0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
j=d−l
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
∧ 1
)
.
This implies
(
Hl+10
)
for l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 2} by Lemma 3.8 and hence we have proved
Lemma 3.5.
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The proof of Lemma 3.4 is more complicated. We introduce
N(δ) :=
φ(κ)
2δ φ(2δκ)
for δ ∈ Z. (3.7)
Then (WS) implies that there exists c = c(φ) ≥ 1 such that for any δ ∈ Z+,
c−12−δ(α+1) ≤ N(δ) ≤ c2−δ(α+1). (3.8)
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−2}. For any t > 0, consider x0, y0 satisfying the
condition R(i0) for some i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d− l}. Assume
(
Hlq
)
holds for q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
. Recall
that κ = φ−1(t) and Rj = 2
njκ ≍ |xj0 − yj0| for j ∈ {i0, . . . , d}. Applying Proposition 3.9
with j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d− l}, we obtain that for x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ) and τ = τB(x0,Rj0/8),
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
] ≤ C3.9[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Gj0(l),
where
Gj0(l) := N(nj0)
α
α+1
+q
d−l∏
j=j0+1
N(nj)
q
d∏
j=d−l+1
N(nj). (3.9)
By a similar argument used in Lemma 3.6, we obtain for t > 0 and for a.e. (x, y) ∈
B(x0,
κ
8
)× B(y0, κ8 ),
p(t, x, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−dGj0(l) for j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d− l},
hence, for t > 0 and x0, y0 satisfying the condition R(i0),
p(t, x0, y0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
(
Gi0(l) ∧Gi0+1(l) ∧ . . . ∧Gd−l(l)
)
. (3.10)
Given l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 2}, in order to obtain θl in Lemma 3.4, we first define θi0l induc-
tively for i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d − l}. Let t > 0, and suppose that x0, y0 satisfy R(d − l), since
(3.10) implies p(t, x0, y0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−dGd−l(l), we have that
p(t, x0, y0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−dN(nd−l)
α
α+1
+q
d∏
j=d−l+1
N(nj)
≍ [φ−1(t)]−d
d−l∏
j=1
(
tφ−1(t)
|xj0−y
j
0|φ(|x
j
0−y
j
0|)
∧ 1
)θd−ll +q d∏
j=d−l+1
(
tφ−1(t)
|xj0−y
j
0|φ(|x
j
0−y
j
0|)
∧ 1), (3.11)
with θd−ll :=
α
α+1
. Now we consider the case x0, y0 satisfyingR(i0) for some i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d−
l − 1}. Let
θi0l :=
α
2 + α+ α
(
d−l−i0∑
i=1
(α + 1
α
)i)−1
.
Recall that for a, b ∈ N0 := N ∪ {0}, the notation N (·, ·) is defined as follows:
N (a, b) :=
b∑
j=a
nj if a ≤ b; otherwise, N (a, b) := 0.
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For the convenience of the notation, let b0 :=
α
α+1
. Suppose that
θi0l ≤
nj0(α + 1)b0 − (α + 1)N (i0, j0 − 1)q
(α + 1)N (i0, d− l) for some j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d− l − 1}. (3.12)
Since b0 ≥ θi0l , (3.8) and (3.12) imply that(
N(nj0)
b0+q
d−l∏
j=j0+1
N(nj)
q
)−1 d−l∏
j=i0
N(nj)
q+θ
i0
l =
j0−1∏
j=i0
N(nj)
q+θ
i0
l N(nj0)
−(b0−θ
i0
l
)
d−l∏
j=j0+1
N(nj)
θ
i0
l
≥ c 2−(α+1)N (i0,j0−1)(q+θi0l )2(α+1)nj0 (b0−θi0l )2−(α+1)N (j0+1,d−l)θi0l
≥ c 2−(α+1)N (i0,j0−1)q2−(α+1)N (i0,d−l)θi0l 2nj0(α+1)b0 ≥ c,
and therefore,
N(nj0)
b0+q
d−l∏
j=j0+1
N(nj)
q ≤ c
d−l∏
j=i0
N(nj)
q+θ
i0
l . (3.13)
Suppose that
θi0l > max
j0∈{i0,...,d−l−1}
nj0(α + 1)b0 − (α+ 1)N (i0, j0 − 1)q
(α+ 1)N (i0, d− l) .
Let K0 :=
α+1
α+1
. For i ∈ {0, . . . , d − l − 1 − i0}, the lower bounds of
(
1 + q
K0b0
)i
θi0l could
be obtained as follows;
j0 = i0 : θ
i0
l >
K0b0·ni0
N (i0,d−l)
,
j0 = i0 + 1 : θ
i0
l >
K0b0·ni0+1
N (i0,d−l)
− q·ni0
N (i0,d−l)
=⇒ (1 + q
K0b0
)
θi0l >
K0b0·ni0+1
N (i0,d−l)
,
j0 = i0 + 2 : θ
i0
l >
K0b0·ni0+2
N (i0,d−l)
− q·(ni0+ni0+1)N (i0,d−l) =⇒
(
1 + q
K0b0
)2
θi0l >
K0b0·ni0+2
N (i0,d−l)
,
...
...
...
j0 = d− l − 1 : θi0l > K0b0·nd−l−1N (i0,d−l) −
q·N (i0,d−l−2)
N (i0,d−l)
=⇒ (1 + q
K0b0
)d−l−1−i0
θi0l >
K0b0·nd−l−1
N (i0,d−l)
.
Hence,
θi0l
d−l−i0−1∑
i=0
(
1 +
q
K0b0
)i
>
K0b0 · N (i0, d− l − 1)
N (i0, d− l) . (3.14)
Now our claim is that
N(nd−l)
b0+q ≤ c
d−l∏
j=i0
N(nj)
q+θ
i0
l . (3.15)
For this, we only need to prove that
−(α + 1)N (i0, d− l − 1)(q + θi0l ) + (α+ 1)nd−l(b0 − θi0l ) ≥ 0. (3.16)
If so, using (3.8) with b0 ≥ θi0l , we have that
N(nd−l)
−b0−q
d−l∏
j=i0
N(nj)
q+θ
i0
l ≥ c 2−(α+1)N (i0,d−l−1)(q+θi0l )2(α+1)nd−l(b0−θi0l ) ≥ c. (3.17)
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By (3.14) and the fact that K0 ≤ 1, we observe that
N (i0, d− l − 1)
N (i0, d− l) (α + 1)(q + θ
i0
l )−
(
1− N (i0, d− l − 1)N (i0, d− l)
)
(α + 1)(b0 − θi0l )
≤ N (i0, d− l − 1)N (i0, d− l) (α+ 1)(b0 + q)− (α+ 1)(b0 − θ
i0
l )
< θi0l
d−l−i0−1∑
i=0
(
1 +
q
K0b0
)i
(α + 1)
(
1
K0
+
q
K0b0
)
− (α+ 1)(b0 − θi0l )
≤ θi0l
d−l−i0∑
i=1
( 1
K0
+
q
K0b0
)i
(α+ 1)− (α + 1)(b0 − θi0l ). (3.18)
The definitions of b0 and θ
i0
l yield that b0 − θi0l ≥ α+12+α+αb0 and hence,
θi0l
d−l−i0∑
i=1
(α + 1
α
)i
(α+ 1)− (α + 1)(b0 − θi0l ) ≤ 0. (3.19)
Since 1
K0
+ q
K0b0
≤ α+1
α
for q ≤ (1+α)−1, (3.18)–(3.19) yield (3.16). By (3.13) and (3.15),
we obtain the upper bounds ofGj0(l) for j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d−l} in (3.9), and therefore, (3.10)
implies that for any t > 0 and x0, y0 satisfying R(i0), i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d− l − 1},
p(t, x0, y0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
d−l∏
j=i0
N(nj)
q+θ
i0
l
d∏
i=d−l+1
N(nj)
≍ [φ−1(t)]−d
d−l∏
i=1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0−y
j
0|φ(|x
j
0−y
j
0|)
∧ 1
)q+θi0
l
d∏
i=d−l+1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0−y
j
0|φ(|x
j
0−y
j
0|)
∧ 1), (3.20)
where θi0l :=
α
2+α+α
(∑d−l−i0
i=1
(
α+1
α
)i)−1
.
By (3.11) and (3.20) in connection with Lemma 3.8, we have
(
Hlq+θl
)
with θl :=
min
i0∈{1,2,...,d−l}
θi0l =
α
2+α+α
(∑d−l−1
i=1
(
α+1
α
)i)−1
for l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 2}. Hence, the proof of
Lemma 3.4 is complete.
4. Ho¨lder continuity and lower bound estimates
In this section, we prove the Ho¨lder continuity of heat kernel p(t, x, y). Consequently,
the process X can be refined to start from every point in Rd, and the estimates for
the transition density functions hold for every x, y ∈ Rd. As indicated in [6, Remark
3.6], the Ho¨lder continuity of transition densities can be derived from the boundedness of
transition densities plus the Ho¨lder continuity of bounded harmonic functions. According
to which, we also conclude that X is a strong Feller process. At the end, we give the
sharp lower bound for p(t, x, y).
4.1. Ho¨lder continuity.
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Proposition 4.1. For each A > 0 and B ∈ (0, 1), there exists ̺ = ̺(A,B, φ) ∈ (0, 2−1)
such that for every r > 0 and x ∈ Rd,
P
x(τB(x,Ar) < ̺φ(r)) = P
x
(
sup
s≤̺φ(r)
|Xs −X0| > Ar
)
≤ B.
Proof. Let ζ be the life time of X . By Theorem 2.8, Px(ζ ≤ u) = 0 for any u > 0. So for
any x ∈ Rd and t, u > 0, by the upper bound estimates in Theorem 3.1 of p(t, x, y), and
(WS) condition, we have that
P
x(|Xt − x| ≥ u) =
∫
B(x,u)c
p(t, x, y)dy + Px(ζ ≤ u)
≤ c1
d∏
i=1
∫
{
yi:|xi−yi|≥ u√
d
}
t
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)dy
i ≤ c1td
d∏
i=1
∫ ∞
u√
d
(wφ(w))−1dw
≤ c2
(
t
φ(u)
)d d∏
i=1
uα
∫ ∞
u√
d
w−1−αdw ≤ c3
(
t
φ(u)
)d
.
By the similar proof as in Proposition 2.9, for σu := inf{s ≥ 0 : |Xs −X0| > u}, we have
P
x(σu < t, |X2t − x| ≤ u/2) ≤ sup
l<t &
y∈{z∈Rd:|x−z|>u}
P
y(|X2t−l − y| > u/2),
and for any x ∈ Rd and u, t > 0,
P
x
(
sup
s≤t
|Xs −X0| > u
)
≤ Px(σu < t, |X2t − x| ≤ u/2) + Px(|X2t − x| ≥ u/2)
≤ sup
y∈{z∈Rd:|x−z|>u}
l<t
P
y(|X2t−l − y| > u/2) + c4
(
t
φ(u)
)d
≤ c5
(
t
φ(u)
)d
. (4.1)
For any A,B ∈ (0, 1), (4.1) and (WS) imply that
P
x
(
sup
s≤̺1φ(r)
|Xs −X0| > Ar
)
≤ c5
(
̺1φ(r)
φ(Ar)
)d
≤ c5
(
̺1CA
−α
)d ≤ B (4.2)
for some constant ̺1 := C
−1
Aα(c−15 B)
1/d ∧ 2−1, and it proves our assertion in this case.
Now we consider the case A ≥ 1 and B ∈ (0, 1). In the similar way to obtain (4.2), using
(4.1),
P
x
(
sup
s≤̺2φ(Ar)
|Xs −X0| > Ar
)
≤ c5
(
̺2φ(Ar)
φ(Ar)
)d
≤ B
for some ̺2 := (c
−1
5 B)
1/d ∧ 2−1, and therefore we have our assertion.
Proposition 4.2. For r > 0, there exist ai = ai(φ) > 0, i = 1, 2, 3 such that
a1φ(r) ≤ Ex[τB(x,r)] ≤ a2φ(r) and Ex[τ 2B(x,r)] ≤ a3φ(r)2.
Proof. We write τ = τB(x,r) for simplicity. By Proposition 4.1 with A = 1, B =
1
2
, there
exists ̺ = ̺(1, 1
2
, φ) such that
E
x[τ ] ≥̺φ(r)Px(τ ≥ ̺φ(r)) = ̺φ(r)[1− Px(τ < ̺φ(r))] ≥ ̺
2
φ(r).
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On the other hand, the Le´vy system in (2.3) and (WS) imply that for any t > 0,
P
x(τ ≤ t) ≥ Ex
[∑
s≤t∧τ
1{|Xs−Xs−|>2r}
]
= Ex
[∫ t∧τ
0
d∑
i=1
∫
|h|>2r
J(Xs, Xs + e
ih)dhds
]
≥ Ex
[∫ t∧τ
0
d∑
i=1
∫
|h|>2r
Λ−1
|h|φ(|h|)dhds
]
≥ c1[φ(r)]−1Ex[t ∧ τ ] ≥ c1(φ)[φ(r)]−1tPx(τ > t).
Thus, Px(τ > t) ≤ 1− c1[φ(r)]−1tPx(τ > t). Choose t = c−11 φ(r) so that Px(τ > t) ≤ 1/2.
Using the Markov property at time mt for m = 1, 2, . . . ,
P
x(τ > (m+ 1)t) ≤ Ex[PXmt(τ > t); τ > mt] ≤ 1
2
P
x(τ > mt).
By induction, we obtain that Px(τ > mt) ≤ 2−m with t = c−11 φ(r), and hence
E
x[τ ] ≤
∞∑
m=0
tPx(τ > mt) ≤
∞∑
m=0
t2−m ≤ a2φ(r).
Similarly, with t = c−11 φ(r),
E
x[τ 2] ≤
∞∑
m=0
2(m+ 1)t2Px(τ > mt) ≤
∞∑
m=0
(m+ 1)2−(m−1)t2 ≤ a3φ(r)2.
In order to prove the bounded harmonic functions associated with X are Ho¨lder contin-
uous, we need a support theorem stated in the following.
Theorem 4.3 (Support theorem). Let ψ : [0, t1] → Rd be continuous with ψ(0) = x
and the image of ψ be contained in B(0, 1). For any ε > 0, there exists a constant
c = c(ψ, ε, t1) such that
P
x
(
sup
s≤t1
|Xs − ψ(s)| ≤ ε
)
> c.
Proof. This follows from the proof of [16, Theorem 4.9] with the fact that
c1
φ(δ)
≤
∫
Rd
Jδ(x, y)dy ≤ c2
φ(δ)
, x ∈ Rd
for some constant c1, c2 > 0. Here Jδ(x, y) is the function defined in (2.11) with δ instead
of 1.
For any Borel set A ⊂ Rd, we denote by TA := inf{t > 0 : Xt ∈ A} the hitting time of X
from A.
Corollary 4.4. For r ∈ (0, 1), let x ∈ Q(0, 1) with dist(x, ∂Q(0, 1)) > r. If Q(z, r) ⊂
Q(0, 1), then
P
x(TQ(z,r) < τQ(0,1)) ≥ c
for some positive constant c = c(r) > 0.
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Proof. Let ψ be the line segment from x to z with ψ(0) = x and ψ(1) = z. Since
dist(x, ∂Q(0, 1)) > r and Q(z, r) ⊂ Q(0, 1), by Theorem 4.3, we have that
P
x(TQ(z,r) < τQ(0,1)) ≥ Px
(
sup
s≤1
|Xs − ψ(s)| ≤ r
2
)
> c(r).
Proposition 4.5. There exists a nondecreasing function ϕ : (0, 1)→ (0, 1) such that for
any open set D ⊂ Q(0, 1), |D| > 0, and for any x ∈ Q(0, 1
2
),
P
x(TD < τQ(0,1)) ≥ ϕ(|D|).
Proof. Let D ⊂ Q(0, 1) be an open set such that |D| > 0 and x ∈ Q(0, 1
2
). We first show
that
P
x(TD < τQ(0,1)) ≥ c when |Q(0, 1) \D| is small enough. (4.3)
For simplicity, we write τ for τQ(0,1). By Proposition 4.2, we observe that
a1 ≤ Ex[τ ] = Ex[τ ;TD < τ ] + Ex
[∫ τ
0
1Dc(Xs)ds
]
≤ (Ex[τ 2])1/2(Px(TD < τ))1/2 + Ex
[∫ τ
0
1Dc(Xs)ds
]
≤ a1/22 (Px(TD < τ))1/2 + Ex
[∫ τ
0
1Dc(Xs)ds
]
. (4.4)
By Proposition 4.2 again, since for t0 > 0,
E
x[τ − τ ∧ t0] ≤ Ex[τ ; τ > t0] ≤
(
E
x[τ 2]Ex[τ ]
t0
)1/2
≤ c1√
t0
for some c4 > 0, we can choose t0 large enough such that E
x[τ − τ ∧ t0] ≤ a14 ≤ t0. Then
E
x
[∫ τ
0
1Dc(Xs)ds
]
=Ex
[∫ τ
0
1Q(0,1)\D(Xs)ds
]
≤ a1
4
+ Ex
[∫ t0
0
1Q(0,1)\D(Xs)ds
]
=
a1
4
+
∫ t0
0
P
x(Xs ∈ Q(0, 1) \D)ds
=
a1
4
+
∫ a1
4
0
P
x(Xs ∈ Q(0, 1) \D)ds+
∫ t0
a1
4
∫
Q(0,1)\D
p(s, x, y)dyds
≤ a1
2
+ |Q(0, 1) \D|
∫ t0
a1
4
c2[φ
−1(s)]−dds.
The last inequality comes from Proposition 2.5. Since
∫ t0
a1
4
c[φ−1(s)]−dds is bounded
by a constant depending on t0 and a1, letting |Q(0, 1) \ D| small enough so that
E
x
[∫ τ
0
1Dc(Xs)ds
] ≤ 3a1/4 with (4.4), we have that
P
x(TD < τ) ≥ a21/16a2,
which implies (4.3). Let ϕ(ε) := inf{Py(TD < τQ(0,1)) : y ∈ Q(0, 12), D ⊂ Q(0, 1), |D| ≥
ε|Q(0, 1)|}. By (4.3), ϕ(ε) > 0 for ε sufficiently close to 1. By [4, Proposition V.7.2]
together with Corollary 4.4, one can follow the proof in [4, Theorem V.7.4] to show that
ε0 = inf{ε : ϕ(ε) > 0} = 0. Therefore, we conclude our assertion with ϕ.
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A function h, bounded in Rd, is harmonic with respect to X in a domain F if h(Xt∧τD)
is a martingale with respect to Px for every x in the domain.
Theorem 4.6. For any x0 ∈ Rd and r ∈ (0, 1), suppose that h is harmonic in B(x0, r)
with respect to X and bounded in Rd. Then there exist constants c, β > 0 such that
|h(x)− h(y)| ≤ c
( |x− y|
r
)β
‖h‖∞, for x, y ∈ B(x0, r/2).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [4, Theorem V.7.5]. For the reader’s convenience,
we give the modified proof here. Define OscDh := supx∈D h(x) − infx∈D h(x). To prove
the result, it suffices to show there exists ρ < 1 such that for all z ∈ B(x0, r/2) and
s ≤ r/4,
Osc
B(z,s/2)
h ≤ ρOsc
B(z,s)
h. (4.5)
Without loss of generality, we can assume infB(z,s) h = 0 and supB(z,s) h = 1, otherwise we
can do a linear transform of h. Let D = {x ∈ B(z, s/2) : h(x) ≥ 1/2}. We can assume
|D| ≥ 1
2
|B(z, s/2)|, otherwise we replace h by 1− h. Since h(Xt∧τB(x0,r)) is a martingale,
h(x) =Ex[h(XτB(z,s)∧TD )] ≥
1
2
P
x(TD < τB(z,s)),
and by Proposition 4.5 with the scaling, Ds := s−1D, we have
P
x(TD < τB(z,s)) = P
s−1x(TDs < τB(s−1z,1)) ≥ ϕ(|Ds|) ≥ ϕ(2−1|B(z, 1/2)|) ≥ ϕ(2−(d+1)).
Taking ρ = 1− ϕ(2−(d+1))/2 proves (4.5).
We now show the Ho¨lder continuity of λ-resolvent Uλ for the process X , that is,
Uλf(x) = E
x
[∫ ∞
0
e−λtf(Xt)dt
]
=
∫ ∞
0
e−λtPtf(x)dt
where Pt is the corresponding semigoup operator defined in Subsection 2.2.
Proposition 4.7. If f is bounded, there exists c = c(λ) and ς > 0 such that
|Uλf(x)− Uλf(y)| ≤ c|x− y|ς‖f‖∞, for |x− y| < 1.
Proof. For any x, y ∈ Rd with |x− y| < 1, consider x0 ∈ Rd and r := |x− y|1/2 ∈ (0, 1) so
that x, y ∈ B(x0, r/2). Write τx = τB(x,r) for simplicity. By the strong Markov property,
we have that
Uλf(x) = E
x
[∫ τx
0
e−λtf(Xt)
]
dt+ Ex(e−λτx − 1)Uλf(Xτx) + Ex [Uλf(Xτx)] .
Using the similar expression where x is replaced by y, Proposition 4.2 and the mean value
theorem imply that
|Uλf(x)− Uλf(y)| ≤ (Ex[τx] + Ey[τy]) (‖f‖∞ + λ‖Uλf‖∞) +
∣∣Ex[Uλf(Xτx ]− Ey[Uλf(Xτy)]∣∣
≤ 2a2φ(r) (‖f‖∞ + λ‖Uλf‖∞) +
∣∣Ex[Uλf(Xτx)]− Ey[Uλf(Xτy)]∣∣ .
Since z → Ez [Uλf(Xτz)] is bounded and harmonic in B(x0, r), applying Theorem 4.6, we
have that ∣∣Ex[Uλf(Xτx)]− Ey[Uλf(Xτy)]∣∣ ≤ c1( |x− y|r
)β
‖Uλf‖∞
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for some c1, β > 0. Since r = |x − y|1/2 < 1, (WS) yields φ(r) ≤ c−1φ(1)|x − y|α/2.
Therefore, using the fact that ‖Uλf‖∞ ≤ 1λ‖f‖∞, we have that
|Uλf(x)− Uλf(y)| ≤ c2
(
φ(r) +
( |x− y|
r
)β)
‖f‖∞
≤ c3(|x− y|α/2 + |x− y|β/2)‖f‖∞.
Remark 4.8. By Proposition 4.7 with [7, (2.16) in page 77], we conclude that X is a
strong Feller process.
According to the spectral theorem, there exist projection operators Eµ on L
2(Rd) such
that
f =
∫ ∞
0
dEµ(f), Ptf =
∫ ∞
0
e−µtdEµ(f) and Uλf =
∫ ∞
0
1
λ+ µ
dEµ(f).
Theorem 4.9. For f ∈ L2(Rd), Ptf is equal a.e. to a function that is Ho¨lder continuous.
Hence, we can refine p(t, x, y) to be jointly continuous for any t > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd.
Proof. Let λ, µ and t > 0. For any f ∈ L2(Rd), define
h := h(f) :=
∫ ∞
0
(λ+ µ)e−µtdEµ(f). (4.6)
Then h ∈ L2(Rd) since supµ(λ+ µ)2e−2µt ≤ c so that
‖h‖22 =
∫ ∞
0
(λ+ µ)2e−2µtd〈Eµ(f), Eµ(f)〉
≤ c1
∫ ∞
0
d〈Eµ(f), Eµ(f)〉 = c1‖f‖22 <∞.
For any g ∈ L2(Rd), note that ‖Ptg‖1 ≤ ‖g‖1 and ‖Ptg‖∞ ≤ c2‖g‖1 since p(t, x, y) is
bounded. Then it follows that ‖Ptg‖2 ≤ c3‖g‖1. By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
〈h, g〉 =
∫ ∞
0
(λ+ µ)e−µtd〈Eµ(f), Eµ(g)〉
≤
(∫ ∞
0
(λ+ µ)e−µtd〈Eµ(f), Eµ(f)〉
)1/2(∫ ∞
0
(λ+ µ)e−µtd〈Eµ(g), Eµ(g)〉
)1/2
≤ c4
(∫ ∞
0
d〈Eµ(f), Eµ(f)〉
)1/2(∫ ∞
0
e−µt/2d〈Eµ(g), Eµ(g)〉
)1/2
=c4‖f‖2‖Pt/4g‖2 ≤ c5‖f‖2‖g‖1.
Thus, we have ‖h‖∞ ≤ c5‖f‖2 by taking the supremum for g ∈ {u ∈ L1(Rd) : ‖u‖1 ≤ 1}.
Since
Uλh =
∫ ∞
0
e−µtdEµ(f) = Ptf a.e., (4.7)
we have our first assertion.
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Fix y and let f˜(z) = p(t/2, z, y). By Proposition 2.5, since ‖f˜‖1 = 1 and ‖f˜‖∞ ≤ c6[φ−1(t)]d ,
‖f˜‖2 ≤ ‖f˜‖∞‖f˜‖1 ≤ c6
[φ−1(t)]d
, that is, f˜ ∈ L2(Rd).
Since Proposition 2.5 again implies that
p(t, x, y) =
∫
Rd
p(t/2, x, z)p(t/2, z, y)dz =
∫
Rd
p(t/2, x, z)f˜(z)dz = Pt/2f˜(x),
by Proposition 4.7 and (4.7), we have that
|p(t, x, y)− p(t, z, y)| =|Pt/2f˜(x)− Pt/2f˜(z)| = |Uλh˜(x)− Uλh˜(z)|
≤ c|x− z|ς‖h˜‖∞ for |x− z| < 1,
where h˜ = h˜(f˜) defined in (4.6) satisfies ‖h˜‖∞ < c. Hence, p(t, x, y) is Ho¨lder contin-
uous with constants independent of x, y, and the symmetry of p(t, x, y) gives the joint
continuity of p(t, x, y).
4.2. Lower bounds. For the lower bound of p(t, x, y), we first obtain the following on-
diagonal estimate.
Proposition 4.10. There exists c = c(φ) ∈ (0, 1) such that
p(t, x, x) ≥ c
[φ−1(t)]d
for t > 0, x ∈ Rd.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, there exists ̺0 ∈ (0, 2−1) such that for any x ∈ Rd and r > 0
P
x(τB(x,r) ≤ ̺0φ(r)) ≤ 12 .
For any t > 0, let r1 := φ
−1
(
t
2̺0
)
and r2 := φ
−1(t). Because 2̺0 ≤ 1 and φ−1 is
increasing, we note that r2 ≤ r1. Therefore, (WS) implies
c
(
r1
r2
)α
≤ φ(r1)
φ(r2)
= 2̺0 ≤ C
(
r1
r2
)α
,
so that r2 ≤ r1 ≤ c0r2 for some c0 := (2̺0/c)1/α. Since∫
Rd\B(x,c0φ−1(t))
p(t/2, x, y)dy ≤ Px(τB(x,c0r2) ≤ t2) ≤ Px(τB(x,r1) ≤ ̺0φ(r1)) ≤ 12 ,
we have that
p(t, x, x) =
∫
Rd
p2(t/2, x, y)dy ≥
∫
B(x,c0φ−1(t))
p2(t/2, x, y)dy
≥|B(x, c0φ−1(t))|−1
(∫
B(x,B(x,c0φ−1(t)))
p(t/2, x, y)dy
)2
≥ c1
[φ−1(t)]d
.
Using the scaling method in Subsection 2.3, we then obtain near diagonal lower estimate.
Proposition 4.11. There exist positive constants c1, c2 such that
p(t, x, y) ≥ c1
[φ−1(t)]d
for t > 0, |x− y| ≤ c2φ−1(t).
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Proof. Because of (2.5), it is enough to show that
q(φ
−1(t))(1, x, y) ≥ c1 for |x− y| ≤ c2
for some c1, c2 > 0. Let κ := φ
−1(t). With the same discussion as in the proof of
Theorem 4.9, there exist c, ̺ > 0 such that for λ > 0
|q(κ)(1, x, z)− q(κ)(1, y, z)| = |Q(κ)1/2f(x)−Q(κ)1/2f(y)|
= |U (κ)λ h(x)− U (κ)λ h(y)| ≤ c|x− y|ς .
Here f(z) := q(κ)(1/2, z, y) and h(z) :=
∫∞
0
(λ + µ)e−µtdE
(κ)
µ (f) where µ > 0 and E
(κ)
µ
is the projection operators in L2(Rd) related to Q(κ) and U (κ). Therefore, we have our
assertion by the symmetry of q(κ)(t, x, y) and Proposition 4.10.
We finally obtain the lower bound estimates of p(t, x, y) for any t > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd using
the similar method as in [16, Theorem 4.21].
Theorem 4.12. There exists a positive constant c = c(φ) > 0 such that for any t >
0, x, y ∈ Rd,
p(t, x, y) ≥ c[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
(
1 ∧ tφ
−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|)
)
.
Proof. We first note that by Proposition 4.1, there exists ̺0 ∈ (0, 2−1) such that for any
w ∈ Rd and r > 0,
P
w(τB(w,4−dr) ≥ ̺0φ(r)) ≥ 1/2. (4.8)
Let ̺ := 2̺0 ∈ (0, 1). By Proposition 4.11, it is enough to show that there exists c1 > 0
such that for any t > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd satisfying |xi − yi| ≥ φ−1(̺−1t) for each i ∈
{1, . . . , d},
p(t, x, y) ≥ c1[φ−1(t)]−d
d∏
i=1
tφ−1(t)
|xi − yi|φ(|xi − yi|) .
Consider points ξ(0), ξ(1), . . . , ξ(d) ∈ Rd tracing from x to y where the only difference of
ξ(i−1) and ξ(i) is the value of i-th coordinate, that is,
ξ(0) = x, ξ(d) = y and ξ(k) := (ξ
1
(k), . . . , ξ
d
(k)) where
{
ξi(k) = y
i if i ≤ k,
ξi(k) = x
i if i > k.
For each k = 1, 2, . . . , d, consider cubes Qk := Q(ξ(k), rk) centered at ξ(k) with side length
rk := φ
−1(̺−1t)/4d−k. Since p(t, w, y) ≥ c0[φ−1(t)]−d for w ∈ Qd by Proposition 4.11, the
semigroup property implies that
p(d · t, x, y) =
∫
Rd
· · ·
∫
Rd
p(t, x, η(1)) p(t, η(1), η(2)) · · · p(t, η(d), y) dη(1) · · · dη(d)
≥
∫
Qd
· · ·
∫
Q1
p(t, x, η(1)) p(t, η(1), η(2)) · · · p(t, η(d), y) dη(1) · · · dη(d)
≥ c2[φ−1(t)]−dPx(Xt ∈ Q1)
d−1∏
k=1
inf
η(k)∈Qk
P
η(k)(Xt ∈ Qk+1). (4.9)
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Let r0 := φ
−1(̺−1t). Then rk/2 ≥ 4−dr0, and (4.8) with the fact that ̺0 = ̺/2 implies
that for any w ∈ Rd,
P
w(τB(w,rk/2) ≥ t/2) ≥ Pw(τB(w,4−dr0) ≥ t/2)
= Pw(τB(w,4−dr0) ≥ ̺0φ(r0)) ≥ 1/2. (4.10)
Let Qk := Q(ξ(k), rk/2). For any t > 0, define M(k)t := {ω : Xt(ω) hits Qk by t}. The
strong Markov property with (4.10) and Le´vy system in (2.3) imply that for any η ∈ Qk,
P
η(Xt ∈ Qk+1) ≥ 2−1Pη
(M(k+1)t/2 )
≥ c3 Eη
[ ∫ t/2∧τQ(η,rk)
0
∫
Qk+1
1
|Xs − u|φ(|Xs − u|)m(du)ds
]
(4.11)
where m(du) is the measure on
∑d
i=1R restricted only on each coordinate. Let k ∈
{1, . . . , d−1}. For w ∈ Q(ξ(k), 2rk) and u ∈ Q(ξ(k+1), 2rk), since ξk+1(k) = xk+1, ξk+1(k+1) = yk+1
and |xk+1 − yk+1| ≥ rk, we have that
|wk+1 − uk+1| ≤ |xk+1 − yk+1|+ |xk+1 − wk+1|+ |yk+1 − uk+1|
= |xk+1 − yk+1|+ |ξk+1(k) − wk+1|+ |ξk+1(k+1) − uk+1| ≤ 5|xk+1 − yk+1|.
Also (4.10) implies
E
η
[
t
2
∧ τQ(η,rk)
]
≥ tPη
(
τQ(η,rk) >
t
2
)
≥ 2−1t. (4.12)
Therefore, (4.11)–(4.12) with (WS) and the fact that φ−1(̺−1t)/φ−1(t) ≍ 1 imply that
for any η ∈ Qk and k ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1},
P
η(Xt ∈ Qk+1) ≥ c4 Eη
[
t
2
∧ τQ(η,rk)
]
φ−1(t)
|xk+1 − yk+1|φ(|xk+1 − yk+1|)
≥ c4
2
tφ−1(t)
|xk+1 − yk+1|φ(|xk+1 − yk+1|) . (4.13)
In a similar way to obtain (4.13), we have that
P
x(Xt ∈ Q1) ≥ c5 tφ
−1(t)
|x1 − y1|φ(|x1 − y1|) . (4.14)
Hence we have the lower bound for p(t, x, y) by plugging (4.13) and (4.14) into (4.9).
5. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 3.9
In this section, we present the proof of Proposition 3.9. For the convenience of notations,
we use constants c instead of ci, i = 1, 2, . . . in proofs even the values are changed.
5.1. Preliminary estimates. We first give the definition of Dk ⊂ Rd as in [14].
Definition 5.1.
(0) Define D0 =
⋃
i=1,...,d{|xi| < 1} ∪ (−2, 2)d.
(1) Given k ∈ N, γ := (γ1, · · · , γd) ∈ Nd0 with
∑d
i=1 γ
i = k and ǫ ∈ {−1, 1}d , define a
box (hyper-rectangle) Dγ,ǫk by
Dγ,ǫk = ǫ
1[2γ
1
, 2γ
1+1)× ǫ2[2γ2 , 2γ2+1)× . . .× ǫd[2γd, 2γd+1) .
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(2) Given k ∈ N and γ ∈ Nd0 with
∑d
i=1 γ
i = k, define
Dγk =
⋃
ǫ∈{−1,1}d
Dγ,ǫk .
(3) Given k ∈ N, define
Dk =
⋃
γ∈Nd0 :
∑d
i=1 γ
i=k
Dγk .
Then we have the following Remark by [14, Lemma 4.2].
Remark 5.2. Let k ∈ N0, γ ∈ Nd0 and ǫ ∈ {−1, 1}d .
(1) Given k ∈ N, γ with ∑di=1 γi = k, there are 2d sets of the form Dγ,ǫk , and |Dγ,ǫk | =∏d
i=1 2
γi = 2k.
(2) Given k ∈ N, ǫ ∈ {−1, 1}d, there are ( d+ k − 1
d− 1
)
sets Dγ,ǫk with
∑d
i=1 γ
i = k.
Thus, the set Dk consists of 2
d
( d+ k − 1
d− 1
)
disjoint boxes.
(3) Dk ∩Dl = ∅ if k 6= l and
⋃
k∈N0
Dk = R
d.
Now we give the definitions of the shifted boxes centered at y0. For y0 ∈ Rd, t > 0 and
κ = φ−1(t), let A0 := y0 + κD0. For k ∈ N, γ ∈ Nd0 with
∑d
i=1 γ
i = k and ǫ ∈ {−1, 1}d,
we define
Ak,γ,ǫ := y0 + κD
γ,ǫ
k , Ak,γ := y0 + κD
γ
k and Ak := y0 + κDk.
By the definition of Dk, it is easy to see that Ak ∩ Al = ∅ for k 6= l and ∪∞k=0Ak = Rd.
For the rest of Section 5, we assume l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}, i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d− l} and assume
x0, y0 ∈ Rd such that the condition R(i0) is satisfied. For t > 0, set κ = φ−1(t). Then as
we defined in Definition 3.7, there exist ni ≥ 1, i ∈ {i0, . . . , d} such that
5
4
2niκ ≤ |xi0 − yi0| < 104 2niκ and Ri = 2niκ .
Since the proofs of the following results reveal the same geometric structures as shown in
[14, Lemma 4.3, Remark 4.4, Lemma 4.5, Remark 4.6], we omit them.
Lemma 5.3. Assume x0, y0 ∈ Rd satisfy condition R(i0) for some i0. Set s(j0) := Rj08
for j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d}. Then the following holds true:⋃
u∈B(x0,s(j0))
{u+ hei| h ∈ R} ⊂ y0 +
( i−1⊗
j=1
Jnj0 × R×
j0−1⊗
j=i+1
Jnj0 ×
d⊗
j=j0
Inj
)
if i < j0 ,
⋃
u∈B(x0,s(j0))
{u+ hei| h ∈ R} ⊂ y0 +
( j0−1⊗
j=1
Jnj0 ×
i−1⊗
j=j0
Inj × R×
d⊗
j=i+1
Inj
)
if i ≥ j0 ,
where Inj := ±[2njκ, 2nj+2κ), Jnj0 := ±[0, 2nj0+2κ) and nj0, . . . , nd ∈ N.
For j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d}, define
Aik := Ak ∩
⋃
u∈B(x0,s(j0))
{u+ hei| h ∈ R} for k ∈ N0, i ∈ {1, . . . , d},
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that is, Aik contains all possible points in Ak when the process X leaves the ball
B(x0, s(j0)) by a jump in the i-th direction.
Remark 5.4. Using the above notations together with Lemma 5.3, the following obser-
vation holds true:
Aik 6= ∅ =⇒

k = 0 or k ≥ ∑
j∈{j0,...,d}
nj if i < j0 ,
k = 0 or k ≥ ∑
j∈{j0,...,d}\{i}
nj if i ≥ j0 .
Lemma 5.5. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and k ∈ N0. For any z ∈ Aik and y ∈ B(y0, κ8 ), there
exists γ ∈ Nd0 such that
|zj − yj| ∈ [a42γjκ, a52γj+1κ) if k ∈ N and j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, (5.1)
for some a4, a5 > 0. Moreover, for z ∈ Aik and y ∈ B(y0, κ8 ), the following holds true:
|zj − yj| ∈ [0, a52nj0κ) if j ∈ {1, . . . , j0 − 1}\{i}, (5.2)
|zj − yj| ∈ [a42njκ, a52nj+1κ) if j ∈ {j0 . . . , d}\{i}, (5.3)
for some a4, a5 > 0.
Remark 5.6. Given Aik and B(y0,
κ
8
), γ ∈ Nd0 can be chosen independently of z ∈ Aik
and y ∈ B(y0, κ8 ).
For s(j0) =
Rj0
8
, x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ) and τ = τB(x0,s(j0)), let
Ψ(k) := Ex
[
1{τ≤t/2}1{Xτ∈Ak}Pt−τf(Xτ)
]
, k ∈ N0,
Ψi(k) := Ex
[
1{τ≤t/2}1{Xτ∈Aik}
Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
, k ∈ N, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} .
Now we decompose the left-hand side in (3.4) according to the following:
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
=
∞∑
k=0
Ψ(k) =
∞∑
k=1
( d∑
i=1
Ψi(k)
)
+Ψ(0)
=
∞∑
k=1
Ψd(k) +
∞∑
k=1
Ψd−1(k) + . . .+
∞∑
k=1
Ψ1(k) + Ψ(0).
Moreover, Remark 5.4 yields that the above decomposition can be separated as follows:
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
=
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)−nd
Ψd(k) +
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)−nd−1
Ψd−1(k) + . . .+
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)−nj0
Ψj0(k)
+
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)
(
Ψj0−1(k) + . . .+Ψ1(k)
)
+Ψ(0)
=
d∑
i=j0
S(i) +
j0−1∑
i=1
T (i) + Ψ(0),
(5.4)
where S(i) :=∑∞k=N (j0,d)−ni Ψi(k) and T (i) :=∑∞k=N (j0,d)Ψi(k).
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Recall from (3.7) and (3.8) that N(δ) := φ(κ)
2δ φ(2δκ)
for δ ∈ Z, and there is c > 0 such that
c−12−δ(α+1) ≤ N(δ) ≤ c2−δ(α+1) for δ ∈ Z+.
Remark 5.7. Here we give useful results for obtaining the upper bounds of Ψ(0),Ψi(k),
and the Conclusion in the next subsection. Assume x0, y0 ∈ Rd satisfy the condition
R(i0) for some i0 so that |xj0 − yj0| ≥ 54Rj = 542njκ for j ∈ {i0, . . . , d}. Recall that for
l ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1}, consider j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d− l}, s(j0) = Rj08 and τ = τB(x0,s(j0)).
(1) For any w ∈ B(x0, s(j0)), z ∈ Rd satisfying |zi−yi0| ∈ [2γiκ, 2γi+1κ) with γi+1 ≤ ni
or |zi − yi0| ∈ [0, 2κ) ∪ [2m−1κ, 2m+1κ) for some m+ 1 ≤ ni, and i ≥ j0,
|wi − zi| ≥ |xi0 − yi0| − |wi − xi0| − |zi − yi0| ≥ 5Ri/4−Ri/8− 2niκ = Ri/8 .
For k ≥ 1, let I ik := {ℓ ∈ R : |ℓ− yi0| ∈ [2γiκ, 2γi+1κ), γi + 1 ≤ ni}. Then for any
x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ) and i ≥ j0, (WS) implies that
E
x
[∫ t/2∧τ
0
∫
Iik
1
|X is − ℓ|φ(|X is − ℓ|)
dℓds
]
≤ ct
Riφ(Ri)
· 2γiκ = c2γiN(ni). (5.5)
For k = 0, let I i0,0 := {ℓ ∈ R : |ℓ − yi0| ∈ [0, 2κ)} and I i0,m := {ℓ ∈ R : |ℓ − yi0| ∈
[2m−1κ, 2m+1κ)}, m ∈ {1, . . . , ni − 1}. Then for any x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ) and i ≥ j0,
(WS) implies that
E
x
[∫ t/2∧τ
0
∫
Ii0,m
1
|X is − ℓ|φ(|X is − ℓ|)
dℓds
]
≤ ct
Riφ(Ri)
· 2mκ = c2mN(ni) (5.6)
for some m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ni − 1}.
(2) Let x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ). For any y ∈ B(x, s(j0)/2), since s(j0) = 2nj0−3κ ≥ 2−2κ,
|y − x0| ≤ |y − x|+ |x− x0| ≤ (2nj0−4 + 8−1)κ ≤ 2nj0−3κ
so that B(x, s(j0)/2) ⊂ B(x0, s(j0)). Therefore, by Corollary 2.10 with r :=
2nj0−4 ≥ 2−3 and (WS), we have that for x ∈ B(x0, κ8 ) and t > 0,
P
x(τ ≤ t/2, Xτ ∈ Aik) ≤ Px(τ ≤ t/2) ≤ Px(τB(x,rκ) ≤ t/2)
≤ c t
φ(2nj0κ)
= cN(nj0)2
nj0 . (5.7)
(3) Since |xj0 − yj0| ≍ 2njκ for j ∈ {j0, . . . , d}, we note that
d−l∏
j=j0
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
)q d∏
j=d−l+1
( tφ−1(t)
|xj0 − yj0|φ(|xj0 − yj0|)
)
≍ Fj0(l)
where Fj0(l) :=
d−l∏
j=j0
N(nj)
q
d∏
j=d−l+1
N(nj). (5.8)
5.2. Estimates for Ψ(0), S(i), i ∈ {j0, . . . , d} and T (i), i ∈ {1, . . . , j0 − 1}.
Estimate of Ψ(0). First, we obtain the upper bound of
Pt−τf(z) =
∫
B(y0,
κ
8
)
p(t− τ, z, y)f(y)dy
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for z ∈ Ai0 and t/2 ≤ t− τ ≤ t. By (WS), we note that
φ−1(t) ≍ φ−1(t− τ), (5.9)
and
(
1 ∧ tφ−1(t)
|r|φ(|r|)
)
≤ 1. For z ∈ Ai0 and y ∈ B(y0, κ/8), by (5.2) and (5.3), the following
holds: {
|zj − yj| ∈ [0, a52nj0κ) if j ∈ {1, . . . , j0 − 1}\{i},
|zj − yj| ∈ [a42njκ, a52nj+1κ) if j ∈ {j0, . . . , d}\{i} ,
for some a4, a5 > 0. Let sj := |zj − yj| for j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. We first consider the case
d− l < i. Since (Hlq) (to be precise, (Hlq)′) yields that for t/2 ≤ t− τ ≤ t,
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{1,...,d−l−1}
(
tφ−1(t)
sjφ(sj)
∧ 1
)q ∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}\{i}
(
tφ−1(t)
sjφ(sj)
∧ 1
)
·
(
tφ−1(t)
sd−lφ(sd−l) ∧ siφ(si) ∧ 1
)q (
tφ−1(t)
sd−lφ(sd−l) ∨ siφ(si) ∧ 1
)
,
we have that
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
·
{∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l−1}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l,...,d}\{i}N(nj) if si < 2
2κ ,∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}N(nj) if si ≥ 2ni−1κ.
(5.10)
Otherwise, there exists a constant m ∈ {1, . . . , ni − 1} such that si ≍ 2mκ and
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
·
{∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l−1}
N(nj)
qN(m)q
∏
j∈{d−l,...,d}\{i}N(nj) if m < nd−l ,∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}\{i}N(nj)N(m) if nd−l ≤ m < ni.
(5.11)
For the rest of cases (that is, j0 ≤ i ≤ d − l and i < j0), we obtain the upper bounds in
a similar way. If i ≤ d− l, (Hlq) (to be precise, (Hlq)′) yields that for t/2 ≤ t− τ ≤ t,
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{1,...,d−l}\{i}
(
tφ−1(t)
sjφ(si)
∧ 1
)q ∏
j∈{d−l+2,...,d}
(
tφ−1(t)
sjφ(sj)
∧ 1
)
·
(
tφ−1(t)
sd−l+1φ(sd−l+1) ∧ siφ(si) ∧ 1
)q (
tφ−1(t)
sd−l+1φ(sd−l+1) ∨ siφ(si) ∧ 1
)
.
Therefore, for j0 ≤ i ≤ d− l,
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
·
{∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}\{i}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}N(nj) if si < 2
2κ ,∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}N(nj) if si ≥ 2ni−1κ ,
(5.12)
and otherwise, there exists a constant m ∈ {1, . . . , ni − 1} such that si ≍ 2mκ and
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}\{i}
N(nj)
qN(m)q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}
N(nj). (5.13)
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If i < j0, we have that
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}
N(nj).
Recall that for l ∈ {1, . . . , d} and j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d− l},
Fj0(l) =
d−l∏
j=j0
N(nj)
q
d∏
j=d−l+1
N(nj).
Altogether,
(
Hlq
)
yields for t/2 ≤ t − τ ≤ t and z ∈ Ai0, we obtain the upper bound of
Pt−τf(z) according to the point z ∈ Ai0. For z ∈ Ai0 with i ≥ j0 and |zi − yi0| < 2κ, by
(5.10) and (5.12),
Pt−τf(z) =
∫
B(y0,
κ
8
)
p(t− τ, z, y)f(y)dy
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
{
N(nd−l)
−q+1N(ni)
−1
1{|zi−yi0|≤2κ}
if d− l < i,
N(ni)
−q
1{|zi−yi0|≤2κ}
if j0 ≤ i ≤ d− l.
(5.14)
If z ∈ Ai0 with i ≥ j0 and 2κ ≤ |zi − yi0| < 2niκ, there exists m ∈ {1, . . . , ni − 1} such
that 2m−1κ ≤ |zi − yi0| < 2m+1κ. So (5.11) and (5.13) imply that
Pt−τf(z) =
∫
B(y0,
κ
8
)
p(t− τ, z, y)f(y)dy ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1
· Fj0(l)

N(m)qN(nd−l)
−q+1N(ni)
−1 if d− l < i and m < nd−l ,
N(m)N(ni)
−1 if d− l < i and nd−l ≤ m < ni ,
N(m)qN(ni)
−q if j0 ≤ i ≤ d− l .
(5.15)
For the rest of cases, that is, if z ∈ Ai0 with i < j0,
Pt−τf(z) =
∫
B(y0,
κ
8
)
p(t− τ, z, y)f(y)dy ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1 · Fj0(l) . (5.16)
Let us estimate Ψ(0). By (2.3), (5.6) and (5.14), we first observe that
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}1{Xτ∈Ai0,i≥j0,|X
i
τ−y
i
0|<2κ}
Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
{
N(nd−l)
−q+1 if d− l < i ,
N(ni)
−q+1 if j0 ≤ i ≤ d− l
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l)
{
N(nj0) if d− l < i ,
N(nj0) if j0 ≤ i ≤ d− l.
(5.17)
The last inequality holds since q ≤ 1 and δ → N(δ) is decreasing. Note that 2m ≤
N(m)−
1
1+α by (3.8). Then (2.3), (5.6) and (5.15) imply that for any m ∈ {1, . . . , ni − 1},
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}1{Xτ∈Ai0,i≥j0,2
m−1κ≤|Xiτ−y
i
0|≤2
m+1κ}Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
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≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)

N(m)q−
1
1+αN(nd−l)
−q+1 if d− l < i and m < nd−l ,
N(m)1−
1
1+α if d− l < i and nd−l ≤ m < ni ,
N(m)q−
1
1+αN(ni)
−q+1 if j0 ≤ i ≤ d− l .
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l)

N(m)q−
1
1+αN(nj0)
qN(nd−l)
−q+1 if d− l < i and m < nd−l ,
N(nj0)
α
α+1
+q if d− l < i and nd−l ≤ m < ni ,
N(m)q−
1
1+αN(nj0)
qN(ni)
−q+1 if j0 ≤ i ≤ d− l .
Since N(m)q−
1
1+α ≤ 1 for q > 1
1+α
and N(m)q−
1
1+α ≤ N(ni ∧ nd−l)q−
1
1+α for q < 1
1+α
and
m < ni ∧ nd−l,
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}1{Xτ∈Ai0,i≥j0,2
m−1κ≤|Xiτ−y
i
0|<2
m+1κ}Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
≤ c[φ−1(t)]d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l)
{
N(nj0)
α
α+1
+q if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
,
N(nj0) if q ∈ ( 11+α , 1).
(5.18)
For the rest of cases, by (3.8), (5.7) and (5.16), we have that
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}1{Xτ∈Ai0,i≥j0,|X
i
τ−y
i
0|≥2
ni}
⋃
{Xτ∈Ai0,i<j0}
Pt−τf(Xτ)
]
(5.19)
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)N(nj0)2nj0 ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l) ·N(nj0)
α
α+1
+q.
Therefore, by (5.17)–(5.19), we obtain
Ψ(0) =
d∑
i=1
Ψi(0) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l)
{
N(nj0)
α
α+1
+q if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
,
N(nj0) if q ∈ ( 11+α , 1).
(5.20)
Estimates of S(i) :=∑∞k=N (j0,d)−ni Ψi(k) for i ∈ {j0, . . . , d}. Let l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1},
i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d − l} and j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d − l}. We follow the strategy of the estimate for
Ψ(0). For z ∈ Aik and y ∈ B(y0, κ/8), let sj := |zj − yj| for j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Note that
sj ≍ 2γjκ for j ∈ {1, . . . , j0 − 1} ∪ {i} and sj ≍ 2njκ for j ∈ {j0, . . . , d}\{i} (5.21)
by (5.1) and (5.3).
The index γ = (γ1, · · · , γd) ∈ Nd0 of Ak,γ is determined when the jump at τ from the ball
B(x0, s(j0)) and it is independent of the choice of the elements z ∈ Aik and y ∈ B(y0, κ/8),
as mentioned in Remark 5.6. Hence,
(
Hlq
)
, together with (5.9) and (5.21), yields that for
t/2 ≤ t− τ ≤ t and i ≤ d− l,
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{1,2,...,d−l}
(tφ−1(t)
sjφ(sj)
)q ∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}
(tφ−1(t)
sjφ(sj)
)
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}∪{i}
( φ(κ)
2γj φ(2γjκ)
)q ∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}\{i}
( φ(κ)
2nj φ(2njκ)
)q
·
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}
( φ(κ)
2nj φ(2njκ)
)
= c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}∪{i}
N(γj)q
∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}\{i}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}
N(nj). (5.22)
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Similarly, for t/2 ≤ t− τ ≤ t, the case i > d− l can be dealt with accordingly,
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)q
∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}
N(nj)
q
·N(γi)
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}\{i}
N(nj).
Since δ → N(δ) is decreasing, for t/2 ≤ t− τ ≤ t and z ∈ Aik ∩Ak,γ, we have that
Pt−τf(z) =
∫
B(y0,
κ
8
)
p(t− τ, z, y)f(y)dy
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1 · Fj0(l)
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)q
{
N(γi)qN(ni)
−q if γi < ni,
N(γi)N(ni)
−1 if γi ≥ ni.
(5.23)
The last inequality is due to q < 1 and the fact that δ → N(δ) is decreasing.
For any a, b ∈ N0, we define
Υ(a, b) :=
b∑
j=a
γj if a ≤ b, and otherwise Υ(a, b) := 0 .
Recall the definition of Ak so that k =
∑d
j=1 γ
j and for z ∈ Aik, there exists γ ∈ Nd0 such
that z ∈ Ak,γ with γj = nj or nj + 1 for j ∈ {j0, . . . , d}\{i} (see Lemma 5.3). Therefore,
Υ(1, j0 − 1) +N (j0, d)− ni + γi ≤ k ≤ Υ(1, j0 − 1) +N (j0, d)− ni + γi + d,
and so that
Υ(1, j0 − 1) + γi − ni ≥ k −N (j0, d)− d and γi − ni ≤ k −N (j0, d). (5.24)
Now decompose S(i) as follows:
S(i) =
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)−ni
Ψi(k)1{γi<ni} +
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)−ni
Ψi(k)1{γi≥ni} =: I + II.
For I, by (2.3), (5.5) and (5.23),
E
x
[
1{τ≥t/2}1{Xτ∈Aik}
Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
1{γi<ni} ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
·
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)q N(γi)qN(ni)
−q
E
x
[∫ t/2∧τ
0
∫
Ii
k
1{γi<ni}
|X is − zi|φ(|X is − zi|)
dzids
]
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)qN(γi)qN(ni)
1−q2γ
i
. (5.25)
By (3.8) and (5.24), we have that∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)qN(γi)qN(ni)
1−q2γ
i ≤ c2−(Υ(1,j0−1)+γi)(α+1)q · 2γiN(ni)1−q
≤ c2−(k−N (j0,d)+ni)(α+1)q2(k−N (j0,d)+ni)N(ni)1−q
≤ c2−(k−N (j0,d)+ni)((α+1)q−1)N(ni)1−q
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where
N (j0,d)−1∑
k=N (j0,d)−ni
2−(k−N (j0,d)+ni)((α+1)q−1) N(ni)
1−q
≤ c
{
2ni(1−(α+1)q)N(ni)
1−q if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
N(ni)
1−q if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
, 1)
≤ c
{
N(ni)
−(α+1)−1(1−(α+1)q) ·N(ni)1−q = N(ni)
α
α+1 if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
),
N(ni)
1−q if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
, 1).
(5.26)
Similarly, by (3.8) and (5.24), we have that∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)qN(γi)qN(ni)
1−q2γ
i ≤ c2−(Υ(1,j0−1)+γi)(α+1)q · 2γiN(ni)1−q
≤ c2−(k−N (j0,d)+ni)(α+1)q2niN(ni)1−q,
where
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)
2−(k−N (j0,d)+ni)(α+1)q2niN(ni)
1−q
≤ c
{
N(ni)
−(α+1)−1(1−(α+1)q) ·N(ni)1−q = N(ni)
α
α+1 if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
),
N(ni)
1−q if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
, 1).
(5.27)
Therefore, by (5.25), (5.26) and (5.27), we conclude that
I ≤
( N (j0,d)−1∑
k=N (j0,d)−ni
+
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)
)
E
x
[
1{τ≥t/2}1{Xτ∈Aik}
Pt−τf(Xτ)
]
1{γi<ni}
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
{
N(ni)
α
α+1 if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
),
N(ni)
1−q if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
, 1).
(5.28)
Now we consider the case II. By (2.3), (5.7) and (5.23), we have that
E
x
[
1{τ≥t/2}1{Xτ∈Aik}
Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
1{γi≥ni}
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)qN(γi)qN(ni)
−q · Px(τ ≤ t/2, Xτ ∈ Aik)1{γi≥ni}
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)qN(γi)qN(ni)
−qN(nj0)2
nj0 .
By (3.8) and (5.24), we have that∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)qN(γi)qN(ni)
−qN(nj0)2
nj0 ≤ c2−(Υ(1,j0−1)+γi)(α+1)q ·N(ni)−qN(nj0)2nj0
≤ c2−(k−N (j0,d)+ni)(α+1)qN(ni)−qN(nj0)2nj0 ,
where
∞∑
k=N (j0,d)
2−(k−N (j0,d)+ni)(α+1)qN(ni)
−qN(nj0)2
nj0
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≤ c 2−ni(α+1)qN(ni)−qN(nj0)2nj0
≤ c2nj0 (1−(α+1)q)N(ni)−qN(nj0)
≤ c
{
N(nj0)
−(α+1)−1(1−(α+1)q)N(ni)
−qN(nj0) ≤ N(nj0)
α
α+1 if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
),
N(ni)
−qN(nj0) ≤ N(ni)1−q if q ∈ ( 11+α , 1).
For the last inequality, we have used the fact that N(nj0) ≤ N(ni). Therefore,
II ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
{
N(nj0)
α
α+1 if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
),
N(ni)
1−q if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
), 1).
(5.29)
Since j → nj is increasing and q < 1, (5.28) and (5.29) imply that for any i ∈ {j0, . . . , d−
l, . . . , d},
S(i) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
{
N(nj0)
α
α+1 if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
)
N(ni)
1−q if q ∈ ( 1
1+α
, 1)
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l)
N(nj0)
(
α
α+1
+q
)
if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
) ,
N(nj0) if q ∈ ( 11+α , 1).
(5.30)
Estimates of T (i) for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , j0−1}. Let l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−1}, i0 ∈ {1, . . . , d− l}
and j0 ∈ {i0, . . . , d− l}. Analogous to the proof of (5.22), we apply (5.1)–(5.3) together
with
(
Hlq
)
(to be precise
(
Hlq
)′
) in order to prove that for t/2 ≤ t − τ ≤ t, y ∈ B(y0, κ8 )
and z ∈ Aik,
p(t− τ, z, y) ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)q
∏
j∈{j0,...,d−l}
N(nj)
q
∏
j∈{d−l+1,...,d}
N(nj).
Hence
Pt−τf(z) =
∫
B(y0,
κ
8
)
p(t− τ, z, y)f(y)dy ≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)
∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)q,
(5.31)
where Fj0(l) is defined in (5.8). Regarding the definition of Ak, recall k =
∑d
j=1 γ
j . For
z ∈ Aik, there exists γ ∈ Nd0 such that z ∈ Ak,γ with γj = nj or nj + 1 for j ∈ {j0, . . . , d}
(see Lemma 5.3), hence,
Υ(1, j0 − 1) +N (j0, d) ≤ k ≤ Υ(1, j0 − 1) +N (j0, d) + d.
By (3.8), since ∏
j∈{1,...,j0−1}
N(γj)q ≤ c2−Υ(1,j0−1)(α+1)q ≤ c2(k−N (j0,d))(α+1)q,
combining (5.7) and (5.31), we have that
T (i) =
∑
k≥N (j0,d)
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}1{Xτ∈Aik}
Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)N(nj0)2nj0
∑
k≥N (j0,d)
c2(k−N (j0,d))(α+1)q
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≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0(l)N(nj0)2nj0
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l)N(nj0)
(
α
α+1
+q
)
. (5.32)
The last inequality holds by (3.8) with nj0 ≥ 1.
Conclusion. Finally, by the estimates (5.20), (5.30) and (5.32) in the representation
(5.4), we obtain the upper bound of (5.4) as follows:
E
x
[
1{τ≤t/2}Pt−τf(Xτ )
]
=
j0−1∑
i=1
T (i) +
d∑
i=j0
S(i) + Φ(0)
≤ c[φ−1(t)]−d‖f‖1Fj0+1(l)
N(nj0)
(
α
α+1
+q
)
if q ∈ [0, 1
1+α
) ,
N(nj0) if q ∈ ( 11+α , 1).
This proves Proposition 3.9 by (WS), (3.2), (3.7) and Remark 5.7 (3).
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